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EDITORIAL

GRI 102-14

WORD OF THE CHAIRMAN
"More than ever, in an unprecedented crisis, our goal of
maintaining quality of service to our customers remains a
priority. We continue to explore opportunities for entry into
carefully selected markets with good growth prospects.
Our teams continue their efforts to achieve a satisfactory
result for our shareholders. "
Vincent LE GUENNOU
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Orabank Group

Our Values for Growth
The world is facing a pandemic of unprecedented magnitude, leading to both a health and economic crisis, and we
must ensure our resilience in a more chaotic and challenging environment. The health crisis in VID-19 remains the
event that could have an impact on the group’s performance and we are preparing to limit, as far as possible, the
effects of this crisis on our activities, with the support of the central banks and certain states in our areas of presence.
In response to VID-19, the group took the necessary measures very quickly to continue to serve our customers while
ensuring their safety and that of our employees, in accordance with the recommendations of the authorities.

Results 2019
The Orabank Group has experienced remarkable growth with a potential for economic growth in all its countries of
presence, notably in Côte d’Ivoire, due, inter alia, to the low bank penetration in the region and the dynamism of the
Group which is able to respond as closely as possible to market demands. Orabank presents an integrated model
with the adoption by all the Group’s subsidiaries of a single banking operating system that strengthens the efficiency
and performance of the entities. The Group has a decentralized decision-making process that ensures both effective
control and responsiveness of our subsidiaries. Moreover, opportunities for development through external growth
through acquisitions, particularly in Central Africa (Cameroon, Congo) are emerging and are supported by external
sources of financing. Oragroup is also a large fundraising capability, embodied in several operations in recent years:
the 2013 bond loan, the recent issuance of cash notes (in september 2016 and may 2017) and, of course, the 100%
public offer to sell at the end of 2018.
For the Orabank Group, 2019 marks a turning point, following its introduction into the regional stock market (BRVM).
The results for 2019 are very satisfactory for all its professions. They are characterized by a dynamic of growth
resulting from the performance of the business centers and the organization set up and provide a solid basis for
pursuing our objectives in a context now marked by the health crisis. We are honored with an AFRICAN BANKER
AWARD award, which ranks Orabank as the best regional bank in West Africa for the third time after the awards in
2015 and 2017.
The Group closes the financial year 2019, with a total balance sheet of 2,634 billion FCFA, an increase of 22%
compared to 31 December 2018, a net result growing by 47%, a network of 157 dedicated agencies and points of
sale and 2015 employees. Net Banking Product of the group amounts to 147 billion FCFA, an increase of 16%
compared to 2018. This evolution shows the good performance noted on all revenue lines. The increase in overhead
costs of 9.6% compared to 2018 is due to the strengthening of our teams from 1,853 employees at the end of 2018
to 2,015 in 2019 and the expansion of our network of agencies from 146 in 2018 to 157 in 2019. Our operating
coefficient improved markedly from 72.2% in 2018 to 68.2% in 2019. The net cost of the risk is up 26% and is due to
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the delay in recoveries that are expected to result in recoveries of provisions on almost all subsidiaries. The net result
rose by 47% to 18.3 billion CFAF (compared to 12.5 billion in 2018). The mobilization of deposits is an ongoing
priority for the Orabank Group, with a particular focus on low-paid resources. With a growth rate of 25% compared
to 2018, we achieved a good performance in 2019 by collecting more than 360 billion CFA new resources after the
335 billion mobilized in 2018. Net credit to customers rose by 13% compared to December 2018, with close to 160
billion net repayments of direct credit to the economy for all our countries of presence. We have made capital
increases for subsidiaries in Benin, Côte d’Ivoire and Chad. The capital increase in Chad is awaiting the validation
of the regulator.

Prospects 2020
As the current health crisis has a serious impact on economic activity, the outlook for 2020 will be highly impacted,
and the situation resulting from this crisis remains a major source of uncertainty. It has already resulted in a sharp
decline in activity in all countries. The short-term outlook will thus be influenced by the responses of central banks
and governments to several major challenges. In the long run, the growth potential of our markets remains high.
Economic policies will need to find ways to finance growth that maintain a sustainable level of leverage. Stronger
mobilization of domestic savings, locally invested capital, and increased intra-African trade appear to be credible
avenues. In this context, the group notes uncertainty due to the slowdown in activities and anticipates that growth
may decline in 2020. Our goal of maintaining high levels of customer service remains a priority. We continue to
explore opportunities for entry into carefully selected markets with good growth prospects. Despite a challenging
environment, our teams continue to strive to achieve a satisfactory result for our shareholders in strict cost discipline
and rigorous risk management. The Board of Directors, which I have the honor to chair, thanks the Board members
for their guidance and support, and all employees for the efforts they are all making together to achieve these great
advances that will enable us to develop our future banking group in a sustainable way.
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WORD OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL
"The Group is aware of its share of responsibility for the
current challenges of sustainable development as an
economic actor, and is committed to a social responsibility
approach that enables it to participate in the sustainable
economic development of the countries in which it is
present, while ensuring the overall performance of the
Group."
Ferdinand NGON KEMOUM
Director / Director General of Orabank Group

Consciousness and responsibility as a lever of performance
The year 2019 has dedicated our best growth strategy over 10 years, with ever-increasing activities, improved
performance and profitability. This financial development has also been supported by the strengthening of our teams
and the development of our network of agencies to ensure that we are closer to our clients and partners who are our
raison d’être. I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their continued confidence, not to mention our
teams who serve them on a daily basis with professionalism, rigor and responsiveness. With our 2019 results, we
are confident and confident that we will continue our vision of building a leading banking group that will contribute to
financing the sustainable development of an emerging Africa. The global pandemic at COVID 19 will force us to do
more, but it also strengthens our determination to move forward.
In terms of resource mobilization, we continue our policy of diversifying the base of our customer deposits while
remaining resolutely open to the resource opportunities offered by multilateral institutional players and at the same
time being a regular issuer in the capital markets of our countries of presence.
As regards the financing of our clients, we want to remain selective on the quality of our commitments and at the
same time innovative in our procedures and accompanying modalities. As a committed player in the development of
Africa, we will be actively involved in finding solutions that will enable SMEs and TPMEs in our countries to cope with
the consequences of the Pandemic in Covid 19.

Accelerating financial inclusion
For the Orabank Group, it is through digital and digital technology that we will be able to accelerate the banking and
financial inclusion of Africa. We are adopting new applications with the desire to transform our value proposition. The
deployment of the digitalization strategy allows us to reach a wider target while diversifying our sources of revenue.
In the sub-Saharan region, we can expect a major surge in financialization via mobile. We position ourselves on this
new customer segment with more suitable products. In July 2019, we launched the second phase of the Digital
Financial Services (DFS) project. This phase of the project will enable us to offer our clients innovative products
tailored to their needs and contribute positively to the transformation of the economies of our countries of presence.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is at the heart of our business, and our group is working to create integrated
value, not only for our performance in terms of financial results but also integrating the nature of the resources
committed to achieving these results and the impact of these on our stakeholders and society in general. We continue
to mobilize all employees around these objectives while welcoming their commitment to serving our clients and
supporting the development of our activities. We set specific goals for our societal contribution to Africa that you can
discover in this integrated 2019 report that outlines our commitments and results in support of the UN SDGs.
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GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
The Orabank Group is actively committed to the countries in which it is
present. Ethics, accountability and transparency are at the heart of our
corporate responsibility. We are proud of our raison d'être: Growing up
together, and for Africa.
"In a context of profound change, the Orabank Group
continues to ensure that it meets the best international
standards in management, particularly in governance. In
this regard, we recognize the primacy of risk
management. "
Sheik Tidiane NDIAYE
Deputy Director General of Orabank Group
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PROFILE

GRI 102-14

Orabank Group
GRI 102-01

Orabank: Engaged, Bold, with you
The Orabank Group is a citizen bank, listening to its clients and partners, working to create a new model
where the bank provides responsible service to its stakeholders and civil society. Founded in 1988,
Orabank is a group whose growth has been accelerated by both the purchase of local and regional banks
and sustained organic growth. Since 2009, Orabank has grown to a pan-African dimension of 12 countries
of operation. This strong growth was accelerated, in particular, by the acquisition of the network of Regional
Solidarity Banks (SRBs) in 2013 and the consolidation of its location by the creation of banks in West and
Central Africa.
Products and Services

GRI 102-02

A wider range of banking products and services
Orabank entities have universal banking activities centered around the Retail Bank, the Bank of Large
Enterprises and the Digital Bank.
Headquarters
GRI 102-03

392 Plantains Street
B.P. 2810 - LOME
TOGO
Tel: +228 22 23 05 80
Fax: +228 22 20 48 51
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Presence in countries

GRI 102-04

Local presence at the service of growth
The Financial BC Group was established in 2000 in Lomé.
Following a series é new developments and acquisitions,
the Orabank Group is now present in 12 countries in West
and Central Africa, spread over four currency areas: Benin,
Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Chad and Togo)
through the Orabank network.
In 2011, the group changed its name to Oragroup SA.
Oragroup is an Anonymous Company (SA) of Togolese law
and has a duration of 99 years. The Group’s strong growth
was enabled by the acquisition of the network of regional
solidarity banks (SRB) in 2013.

Legal form
GRI 102-05

A stable shareholder
Oragroup SA is a holding company with a financial participation, set up in the form of an Anonymous
Company with Board of Directors and registered in the Register of Trade and Credit Mobilier de Lomé
under n°2000 B 1130. Capital of 69 415 031 000 F CFA. The Orabank Group is mainly owned by Emerging
Capital Partners (ECP), an investment fund dedicated to the African continent. Since ECP Financial
Holding’s entry into capital in 2008 and the change of name in Oragroup, the Group has gradually acquired
a universal bank size to become a pan-African reference banking group.
Oragroup held its ordinary general meeting on Monday, June 29, 2020 in Lomé, for approval of the
company’s financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2019, issued in accordance with
International IFRS.
Share ownership of Orabank Group as at 31 December 2019
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Growth Steps

GRI 102-04

Since 2008, the size of Oragroup has increased by 9 times thanks to strong organic growth and successful
acquisitions.
1988 Start of our activities in Benin
1992 Opening in Chad
2002 Start-ups in Gabon and Guinea
2003 Opening in Togo
2009 Acquisition by ECP of 100% of Financial BC SA
2009 Acquisition of a minority share of BACIM Mauritania
2011 Financial BC SA becomes Oragroup SA
2011 Financial Bank becomes Orabank
2012 Oragroup takes the majority of the capital of BTD
2013 Acquisition of the BRS Group
2014 BRS Group banks become Orabank
2015 Fusion of Orabank Togo and BRS Togo, Fusion of Orabank Benin and BRS Benin
2019 Introduction to the BRVM on April 16, 2019 at 4 100 CFA Francs l'action

OUR CONTRIBUTION

PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNANCE

GRI 102-14

Governance
GRI 102-18

The Board of Directors determines the strategic orientations of the Group’s activity and ensures their
implementation by the Directorate General. This general mission is set out in these terms in the
Governance Charter of our banking group.
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Board of Directors

GRI 102-22

Composition of the Board of Directors
Oragroup is administered by a Board of Directors composed of 9 Directors, including 3 seats assigned to
independent staff. All of Oragroup’s subsidiaries have a Board of Directors. The Councils have a balanced
composition between independent and executive directors, and meet several times per year.
As of 31 December 2019, the nine members of the Board of Directors are:
• Mr. Vincent LE GUENNOU
• Mr. Ferdinand NGON KEMOUM
• Mr. Brice LODUGNON
• Mr. William NKONTCHOU
• Madame Anne Claire GREMEAUX
• Mr. M'Baye THIAM
• Mr. François KLITTING (independent)
• Mr. Alassane BA (Independent)
• Mrs. Marie Ange SARAKA YAO (Independent)
On 10 December 2019, the Commission experienced the change of the permanent representative of the
controlling shareholder ECP Financial Holding LLC. For example, Mr. Hurley DODDY, former Permanent
Representative, gave his place to Mrs. Anne-Claire GREMEAUX, new Permanent Representative.
In accordance with the governance agreements between the shareholders of the Company, three natural
persons designated by the shareholders DEG, BIO and PROPARCO also participate in the meetings of
the Board of Directors as observers (without voting rights).
Presidency
Mr. Vincent Le Guennou, appointed since 2009, is the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
Appointment of Members
The term of office of the members of the Council shall be 3 years, renewable.
Regulatory provisions for regulated conventions are strictly adhered to.
Ethical governance

GRI 102-23

GRI 102-24

GRI 102-25

The Board of Directors shall ensure that at least 1/3 of its members are independent directors, according
to the recommendations of Circular No. 01-2017/CB/C on the governance of credit institutions and financial
companies of the UMOA. An Administrator is independent when he has no relationship of any kind with
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the Corporation, its Group or its Directorate, which could jeopardize the exercise of his freedom of
judgment.
The Board of Directors debates annually on the report of the Governance Committee on the status of
independence of each Independent Administrator in relation to the criteria set out in Circular No. 012017/CB/C on governance. The Board of Directors considers the following directors to be independent:
• Mrs. Marie-Ange SARAKA YAO
• Mr. François KLITTING
• Mr. Alassane BA.
There are no conflicts of interest between the Independent Directors and the Corporation.
Directors behave loyally towards society. They must show courage, transparency, integrity and
discernment. At any time, they must be able to justify the honesty necessary for the performance of their
mandate. They must be available and actively involved in the execution of the tasks and tasks entrusted
to them.
An Ethics and Good Governance Committee has been established to collect and address all ethical, ethical
and governance issues. It is one of the most active Committees of the Board of Directors of the Orabank
Group, which in 2015 adopted a Governance Charter applicable to all of the Group’s agents and managers
and a Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors.
In addition to the rules governing the functioning of the Board of Directors laid down in the statutes of the
Company, the Board of Directors has a Rules of Procedure which define the rights and duties of the
Directors and specifies the procedures for the functioning of the Board and its specialized committees in
accordance with the statutes, and a charter of the Director

How the Board of Directors works

GRI 102-26

The Board of Directors shall be vested with all the powers of administration of the Company, subject only
to the limits laid down by law and by the statutes.
For example, the Board of Directors has the following functions:
Define and approve the Group’s overall strategy, overall governance framework, corporate culture,
principles and values.
Assume ultimate responsibility for the financial soundness of the Company and its compliance with the
legal and regulatory provisions governing its activities.
To be effectively involved in the activities of the Company, in accordance with its legal, regulatory and
statutory responsibilities, by informing itself of significant changes arising from the economic or operational
environment of the establishment and acting in a timely manner to protect the long-term interests of the
Group.
The Council shall establish the calendar of its meetings, the frequency of which, unless an urgent meeting
is necessary in the interests of the Company, shall be quarterly. He is summoned by letter sent a dozen
days in advance. The documents for which review is necessary for the decision of the directors shall be
attached to the call or transmitted within the following days and at least seven (7) days before the meeting
of the Board. The Board of Directors shall discuss its composition, organization, operation and evaluate
its work at least once a year. The minutes of each meeting are approved at the next meeting. The Board
of Directors shall meet at least 4 times a year, at the invitation of its President. During the financial year
2019, the Council met seven times. The average length of meetings is 4 hours and the average attendance
rate of directors at regular meetings was 86 per cent. The Board of Directors devoted most of its work to
governance, monitoring the activity, reviewing annual, semi-annual accounts and regulated information,
the strategy and its implementation and the preparation of the Annual General Meeting. It shall take up,
within the limits of the social object, any matter of the good working of society and shall rule by its
deliberations matters concerning it, subject to the powers expressly conferred by law on the General
Assemblies and the Director General. Without prejudice to the legal and regulatory provisions in force, the
Group has set up specialized committees to assist the Council in its deliberations and decisions.
These committees are:
1. Investment and Strategy Committee
2. Audit and Compliance Committee
3. Human Resources and Compensation Committee
4. Risk Committee
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5. Ethics Committee, Good Governance and Appointment
The terms of reference and rules of operation of each of these committees are defined by their charters,
which have been validated and adopted by the Council. These charters have also been brought into line
with the provisions of Circular No. 01-2017/CB/C on the governance of credit institutions and financial
companies.
Continuous training

GRI 102-27

In parallel with the evaluation, targeted training is organized for all on the standards and issues of good
governance. In 2018, a training session was held for the Directors and Group Directors on the impact of
Banking Commission circulars on the activities of UMOA banks.
Evaluation of the Board of Directors

GRI 102-28

The Board of Directors conducts an annual evaluation of its operations with a view to conducting an
introspection on its performance, through both individual and collective contributions from directors,
making the necessary adjustments and highlighting the training needs of directors.
In 2015, a first self-assessment of directors took place, led by the Council's Ethics and Good Governance
Committee. Since 2017, it has been combined with an evaluation conducted by an external firm. The
evaluation system of our administrators is also based on the ethical and ethical issues.
The 2019 review was carried out with the members of the Board of Directors in mid-June 2020. This
process, which included an investigation that was reviewed and analyzed by the Nomination Committee
for presentation to the Council, resulted in new areas of progress that were discussed and discussed in
the Board of Directors.
Diversity of the Board of Directors

GRI 405-1

The Board of Directors is composed of two women, Mrs. Anne Claire GREMEAUX and Mrs. Marie Ange
SARAKA YAO. The Board of Directors shall ensure that its composition equitably reflects the voting rights
of its shareholders and the internationalization of the Group’s activities, including the presence of directors
of different nationalities and cultures.
Remuneration of governance bodies

GRI 102-35
GRI 102-36

The Directors shall be entitled to official allowances, the amount of which, fixed annually by the General
Assembly, shall be apportioned by the Board of Directors. The amount of the administrative allowances
paid to the Directors was regularly brought to the attention of the Auditors.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is at the heart of our business, and our group is working to create
integrated value, not only for our performance in terms of financial results but also integrating the nature
of the resources committed to achieving these results and the impact of these on our stakeholders and
society in general.
The Directorate-General sets goals for social contributions to Africa and validates annually the integrated
report that presents our commitments and results supporting the UN SDGs and based on recognized
international frameworks such as GRI standards and PRI principles.
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VISION AND VALUES

Our values

GRI 102-16

Our raison d'être: Growing together, and for Africa
Starting point of a virtuous chain, we actively contribute to the sustainable development of all. Knowledge
of our local markets makes us a key player in Africa’s economic development.

Orabank is a committed and close player, involved in the development of Africa through the financing of
projects related to education, infrastructure, renewable energy, agro-industry, entrepreneurship, etc. We
support our individual clients, businesses, institutions, traders, peasants by setting out our values in our
way of working and in our customer relationship:
• Orabank has a human personality: We are concerned about the welcome and well-being of our guests;
• Orabank, a committed figure: We are committed to actively participating in the sustainable
development of Africa;
• Orabank, a bold personality: We are on the verge of progress, we do not hesitate to experiment with
new territories to move forward together.
It is not a slogan, it is a reality experienced daily by each of us to accompany our customers. It is by
supporting the private sector that we, as a banking group, make the most effective contribution to creating
even more wealth and jobs. It is by financing infrastructure programs for a more competitive Africa, and it
is by valuing local savings that a bank boosts our economies. This is our collective and shared ambition
to create value and grow together and for Africa. Our strategy and brand platform is based on 2 pillars:
• The experience that the Orabank brand has gained and which gives it legitimacy in our markets and
in the public;
• The experimentation our brand needs to reinvent itself in a world of continuous change.
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BUSINESS MODEL

Integrated Value
Our Integrated Value Creation Model
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GRI 102-20

CSR STRATEGY
The Orabank Group is committed to identifying the expectations of its stakeholders and
the risks to which it is exposed. We build relationships of trust in order to provide
appropriate answers.
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BACKGROUND

Introduction
African context

GRI 102-15

In a context of strong population growth where 40% of the population is under 15 and 82% of the economy
is informal, the Orabank Group ensures the identification and understanding of both the major expectations
of its ecosystem, the various risks it faces in its activities and the opportunities that its profession and
territory presents to it. Like all companies, the Orabank Group, through its activities, interacts with its
societal environment. The identification and analysis of the Group’s impact on its environment is part of its
sustainable development approach to guide its actions towards a reduction of negative effects and a
valorization of positive effects, both for itself and for its stakeholders.
The VID-19 health crisis remains the event that could impact the group’s performance. In response to VID19, the group took the necessary measures very quickly to continue to serve our customers while ensuring
their safety and that of our employees, in accordance with the recommendations of the authorities. Against
the Covid-19 crisis, Africa must develop an inclusive strategy that takes into account its economic and
social constraints. Two major factors in health systems will complicate the response to Covid-19 in Africa.
First, the continent has a double burden of disease: that of endemic infectious diseases and that of Covid19, which has just declared itself. Second, its capacity to provide intensive care is the lowest in the world.
Social distancing seems difficult to implement on the continent, where the majority of the population lives
on less than two dollars a day and the weight of the informal economy is considerable. In 2018, the sector
employed 86% of jobs, according to an ILO study. This means that the vast majority of the inhabitants do
not have a formal job with a salary that allows them to support themselves on a regular basis.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) defined by the United Nations set the social, environmental
and economic challenges facing our world. The Orabank Group is mobilizing around these SDGs. On the
basis of the expectations expressed by its stakeholders, its activities and the three commitments that
shape its CSR policy, the Orabank Group mapped its contribution to the SDGs by identifying the intensity
of the commitments and actions with reference to the detailed targets for each of the SDGs. The actions
concern both the mitigation of societal risks and the development of opportunities contributing to
sustainable solutions.
In Africa, there is evidence of shortcomings and trends that are reducing the continent's ability to grow.
Governance
• Weak state governance to change patterns, ensure private-sector growth, and develop financial
markets.
Economic
• Strong growth in the WEMOA countries;
• Closing of liquidity in foreign currencies in oil exporting countries;
• Higher debt and more difficult and volatile financial conditions;
• Trend to protectionism.
Social
• Poverty rates still high;
• Water and sanitation, transportation, housing, energy and governance;
• Security threats and political uncertainty;
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• Within 10 years, 11 million young Africans will enter the labor market every year.
Environment
• Insufficient electrical capacity;
• The need for access to reliable, sustainable and affordable energy;
• To help countries to ensure food security.
Impacts
The Group will accelerate its progress as a universal bank, while addressing developments in its banking
ecosystem in line with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):
• Strengthening the regional and international regulatory framework and the imminent
implementation of Basel II/III;
• Establishment of the Credit Information Office (BIC) in the UEMOA space;
• Evolution of the bank’s business model;
• Emerging new players offering opportunities for partnerships;
• Digital transformation and financial inclusion strategy;
• Development of projects with positive impact.
Risks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit risks and consideration;
Market Risks;
Operational Risks;
Risks of political instability;
Legal Risks;
Image and reputation risks.

Opportunities
The Orabank Group has long been committed to a continuous approach to reducing its main risks,
particularly those affecting the environment. At the same time, thanks to its innovative capacity and its
know-how, the Orabank Group is developing new products and solutions that provide a very wide range
of opportunities to contribute to the challenges of sustainable development.
• Ecosystem changes;
• Strengthening the regional and international regulatory framework and the imminent
implementation of Basel II/III;
• Establishment of the Credit Information Office (BIC) in the UEMOA space;
• Evolution of the bank’s business model;
• Emerging new players offering opportunities for partnerships;
• Digital transformation and financial inclusion strategy;
• Development of positive impact projects;
• Growing economy;
• Potential of the banking market;
• Technological and regulatory developments;
• Digitalization opening opportunities for diversification;
• Opportunities for partnership with new players;
• Implementation of the BIC in UEMOA;
• Development of guarantee bodies.
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ISSUES

"The Orabank Group's commitment is to develop a relationship of trust, both harmonious
and lasting, with the various partners with whom we are led to work in the framework of
our activities. We wish to provide answers that are adapted to their expectations. "
Ndèye Bineta Delphine NDIAYE
Director of Communication
Material
In May 2017, Orabank conducted a materiality analysis with the support of the MATERIALITY-Reporting
firm specialized in these studies. In order to map CSR issues, the Group followed GRI standards and
international and sectoral benchmarks. A seminar brought together the communications directors of the
12 countries in the framework of a prospective work. The Directorate General has spoken on the key
issues for the development of the Group. This multi-step issue study helped to draw the materiality matrix
from which we built our strategic CSR plan.
Methodology

GRI 102-31

In order to map CSR issues, the Group followed GRI standards and international and sectoral benchmarks.
A seminar brought together the communications directors of the 12 countries in the framework of a
prospective work. The Directorate General has spoken on the key issues for the development of the Group.
This multi-step issue study helped to draw the materiality matrix from which we built our strategic CSR
plan.
Matrix
Our Materiality Matrix

Stakeholders
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GRI 102-04

GRI 102-40

Identification and criticality of our stakeholders
We have carried out an important work in line with principle 1 of the ISO 26000 standard. The stakeholder
engagement methodology is based on GRI standards. A literature review with an international and sectoral
benchmark, followed by a study of the modes of dialog, enabled the segmentation of stakeholders into
homogenous groups and subgroups. This stakeholder mapping was presented to the Steering Committee
of the Communication Directorates of the countries where the company is located. A collaborative exercise
was conducted to identify and validate the criticality of stakeholders.
Mapping
Cartography of our stakeholders

Themes
Identification of significant themes
In order to identify the relevant themes, an analysis of the sector’s issues at the African and international
levels was carried out on the basis of the most recognized benchmarks. 150 significant topics were
considered and this list was reduced to 50 important issues for the banking sector. The steering committee
then prioritized and identified 25 important issues for the Orabank Group.
Expectations Study
Stakeholder consultation
Orabank invited 2,300 key stakeholders, internal and external partners to respond to an online
consultation. This survey shed light on strategic societal directions. Stakeholders spoke on the 25 most
relevant issues. The materiality matrix provides an understanding of key stakeholder expectations and the
issues on which the strategy is based.
Strategy
Definition of CSR Strategic Plan
This prioritization of issues allowed us to determine our new vision in 4 strategic directions and 11 CSR
commitments.
Communication

GRI 102-33

Listening to our stakeholders
As a leading economic player, Orabank is aware of its share of responsibility for current and emerging
issues. We are committed to a corporate responsibility approach that enables us to participate in the
sustainable economic development of the countries in which we are established, while ensuring Orabank’s
overall performance.
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We integrate the interests of our key stakeholders while having a pragmatic approach to our business. The
quality of the service provided by Orabank Group to its customers depends on the men and women it
employs, the commitment of the suppliers and partners with which it collaborates, and finally the
confidence in the offer of products and services offered to its customers, investors or other beneficiaries
Concerns
Our stakeholder engagement plan

Dialog

GRI 102-04

GRI 102-43

Approach to our involvement
The Group has maintained relationships with its stakeholder ecosystem for many years. The experience
of this dialog allows for a better identification of social, environmental or economic issues and risks. The
continuous observation of the changing expectations, needs and constraints of civil society promotes a
better mutual understanding. The benefits of this are better prevention of risks and conflicts and adaptation
of the Group’s orientations to world, sociological, technological or institutional developments and the
development of opportunities for value creation on these topics.
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RSE PILOTAGE

"In 2019, in order to make our employees aware of the CSR approach, we
deployed a complete course of acculturation to CSR. It is aimed at all our
employees and increases knowledge and understanding of the issues, risks and
opportunities of our societal strategy. "
Erika-Christelle Johnson
Business Risk and CSR Manager

Approach
A proactive approach in favor of CSR

GRI 102-15

Our societal responsibility is at the heart of our growth model and our corporate strategy. We are committed
to greater transparency and relevance of our actions to our stakeholders. We have no regulatory reporting
obligations. However, we are committed to a proactive and voluntary approach. Our aim is to continue to
make progress in the deployment and communication of our CSR performance (Corporate Social
Responsibility).
At a training seminar organized in 2017 with all the Group’s Communication teams (Holding and
subsidiaries/branches), communication guidelines were taken under the direction of Delphine Ndiaye,
Director of Communication of the Group. In 2018, a new seminar made progress in understanding the
strategic roadmap.
In 2020, an RSE digital learning program is available on the Group’s e-learning platform and the aim is to
train +2000 employees in CSR according to 3 levels of integration.
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The Orabank Values

Ms Delphine NDIAYE, Director of Communication of the Orabank Group
presents Orabank values
Reporting

GRI 102-32

A commitment to transparency
For the 3rd consecutive year, we publish the reporting of our integrated approach, within a framework of
joint presentation of our financial and non-financial information. A strategic roadmap has completed the
reflection to formalize Orabank’s strategic directions. The integrated reporting has been validated with
Orabank’s General Management and presented to the Board of Directors and principal shareholders.
International

GRI 102-12

Support for international external initiatives
The Orabank Group adheres to international initiatives in compliance with and application of the guiding
principles they promote.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
International Labor Organization (ILO)
GRI standards
The IIRC Integrated Reporting Framework
PRI (Principles for Responsible Investment)
Local Actions
Support for local and sectoral actions
In our countries, we support local partners who offer responsible and ethical commitments.
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GRI 102-13

STRATEGIC ROAD SHEET

The Orabank Group's CSR strategy is divided into 4 strategic axes and 11 commitments.
Progress targets have been set to measure our societal contribution.
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OUR COMMITMENTS
The Orabank Group's CSR strategy is divided into 4 strategic axes and 11
commitments.
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TRANSPARENCY

"Our commitment to compliance with our regulations and internal
policies and procedures, with zero tolerance for unethical behavior,
is a guarantee of the quality of our services to our clients. "
Moussa KONE
Compliance Director

"The legal protection of our Group is a priority objective to reduce
the risk inherent in our operations. "
Guy TANKPINOU
Legal Director
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Roadmap

GRI 102-2
SDG 16

Strategic Roadmap in Ethics and Ethics (Continuous Control and Compliance, Internal Audit,
Legal and Risk)
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ETHICS AND DEONTOLOGY

"In 2019, ORAGROUP will continue to strengthen its governance, as part of the
implementation of the new Circular 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Banking Commission,
which came into force on 2 July 2018, and to strengthen the capacity of its staff
to maintain a high level of service for clients, with a permanent focus on risk
control and the preservation of the quality of its signature. "
Sylvie MAHOU LOE
Director of Internal Audit / Secretary of the Audit Committee of the Board of
Directors
Compliance

GRI 102-11 / SDG 16

Compliance and Compliance
Orabank is committed to acting in accordance with laws and regulations and to combating illegal and
unsafe practices. The Group's responsibility is to respect the various laws that are applicable, as well as
the standards set by international institutions. Oragroup as a Holding holding bank shares, has been
directly regulated by the Banking Commission since 1 January 2018. The new regulations allow for the
strengthening of the capital of banking, better risk management and greater transparency of financial
communication.
The Group has a well-established internal control system to identify, manage and monitor risks. Controls
are designed to provide reasonable assurance that the risks facing the Bank are reasonably controlled.
Internal audit and compliance functions play a key role in providing an objective view and ongoing
evaluation of the effectiveness of the company’s internal control systems.
The fulfillment of these commitments requires that managers and all employees respect shared ethical
rules of conduct.
Ethical

GRI 102-17 / SDG 16

Ethics and professional ethics
Orabank is committed to anchoring a culture of ethics, ethics and integrity. The Group communicated the
principles set out in the Orabank Group Code of Ethics to all of its employees. This Code sets the standards
of professionalism and integrity required for Bank operations. It covers compliance with applicable laws,
respect for professional secrecy, protection of confidential information, conflicts of interest, business
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practices and customer behavior, corruption and strict adherence to the principles set out in the document,
in order to eliminate the risk of illegal practices.
Anti-corruption

GRI 401-1 / SDG 8.5

Prevention of corruption and money laundering
Orabank is committed to implementing anti-corruption policies and transparency on the mechanisms of
influence of the company and the responsibilities of its executive members. The banks of the Orabank
Group, as commercial banks, are exposed to the risk of corruption, money laundering and terrorist
financing. Orabank assists its teams in the appropriation of a culture based on integrity and the fight against
practices not tolerated by the banking group. The Code of Ethics covers the issue of the prevention of
corruption and money laundering and an ethical charter on the part of the prevention of corruption. Since
2012, anti-money laundering measures have been implemented, such as real-time monitoring of blacklists
when entering into contact with a client or during banking transactions. We are developing a system for
analyzing the profile of the AML/KYC (Anti-Money Laundering Compliance/Know Your Customer)
customer.
In 2014, the Orabank Group adopted and implemented the alert policy, to encourage employees and all
stakeholders, referred to as the "whistleblower", to report facts that could constitute serious violations of
internal procedures and rules or criminal acts that could harm its reputation and interests. Any good faith
whistleblower who has reported a serious violation or a criminal act in accordance with the procedures of
the policy will be protected by the Orabank Group against possible retaliation.
In 2019, we can note the following developments and actions: the start of the project to update the LBC/FT
procedures manual, the operationalization of an e-learning platform with training courses including the
LBC/FT module, the Internal Audit Mission of the Directorate of Permanent Control and Compliance, the
Joint Audit Mission of the Banking Commission, the preparation of guides (checklists) for compliance
checks, the implementation of the DOS software ow Jones in all Group entities to manage high-risk clients
(EPP, clients under sanctions, persons of special interest), change of name Direction Direction Monitoring
and Compliance to Compliance under the new Circular, update of the account opening procedure with as
pilot site, the subsidiary of TOGO, development of the compliance culture through LBC/FT compliance
training for the attention of the Holding staff, training of staff of subsidiaries and branches in LBC/FT
matters, training and monitoring visits of sub-agents, etc.
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"In Orabank, as part of our day-to-day risk management, we have made a
commitment to dedicate significant resources in order to develop a risk
management culture and to ensure that all risks are effectively identified,
measured, evaluated, managed and monitored. "
Assiba Ponou KOUASSI
Director of Risks / Secretary of the Risk Committee of the Board of Directors
Risk Management

GRI 102-30 / SDG 8.5

Risk governance
Orabank is committed to the continuous improvement of its system of identifying, assessing, monitoring,
controlling and controlling risks associated with its activities. Since 2015, our growth model has undergone
a major change and the Orabank Group incorporates the standards of management of international banks.
One of our main tasks is to maintain a strong risk management system that supports the continued growth
of the Orabank Group.
For example, the governance structure of the risk management function within the Orabank Group ensures
the effective participation of the Board of Directors and the executive body through the supervision of the
functions and the existence of a real risk management environment. This allows the supervision and
management of all risks taken on the activities of entities such as credit risks, operational risks, market
risks, strategic risk, social and environmental risks. The Environmental and Social Risk Management
System (SYMRES), set up by the Orabank Group, is used in the granting of financing and aims to identify
potential societal (social and environmental) risks associated with any new investment project submitted
to the bank.
In 2018, due to major regulatory developments, adjustments in risk governance were implemented and
continued in 2019. The regulatory changes concern the circular on risk management issued by the Central
Bank. The risk management function has been repositioned to a level of control with a change in the
organization chart. Operational credit risk management is outside the scope of risk governance. Strategic
axes defined in 2018 and subject to approval by the Board of Directors were deployed from 2018 and
continued in 2019 (strengthening the culture of operational risk management, implementation of
management tools, risk governance, compliance with the regulatory provisions in force in the 4 areas of
operation, automation of pilotage management tools and the operationalization of the plan business
continuity).
A management procedure (reporting, quarterly committees) has been implemented. In 2019, the Roadmap
was continued (training in September 2019 for Business Continuity Plan Risk Managers, implementation
of key performance indicators. The CSR Committee is responsible for defining the performance indicators
related to SYMRES. At the Group level, 32 meetings were held in relation to risk governance. The
indicators are being implemented and will be shared on the next reporting year 2020. In 2020: The
pandemic crisis of Covid-19 has prompted a review of the strategic risk roadmap.
SYMMS
Environmental and Social Risk Management System
The Environmental and Social Risk Management System (SYMRES) is a management system designed
to identify and mitigate potential societal risks associated with any new investment project submitted to the
bank. The objective of SYMRES is to prevent the bank from financing projects or activities that would have
a significant negative social or environmental impact, which could become financial or reputational risk.
The SYMRES that has been deployed within the Orabank Group includes the analysis of three critical risk
categories called "ESG": E for all ENVIRONMENTAL risks, S for SOCIAL risks and G for GOVERNANCE.
Depending on the life path of a credit, 5 steps are key to ESG risk management. These steps are the
subject of detailed procedures.

RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
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"We continue to improve our governance in accordance with the strategy defined
by the Board of Directors and ensure that legal and regulatory standards are
applied."
Dotou Guy TANKPINOU
Legal Director of the Contentious / Secretary of the Board of Directors / Secretary
of the Ethics and Good Corporate Governance Committee of the Board of Directors
Professional ethics

GRI 102-16 / SDG 16

Ethical values and standards of conduct
The companies of the ORABANK Group intend to carry out their activities in accordance with the highest
ethical standards.
The Board of Directors is the guarantor of respect for the ethical values and standards of conduct of
directors. It ensures that there is no conflict of interest, addresses all issues of integrity, including cases of
abuse of social property and abuse of power in the course of the transactions and activities of society.
Directors behave loyally towards society. They must show courage, transparency, integrity and
discernment. At any time, they must be able to justify the honesty necessary for the performance of their
mandate. They must be available and actively involved in the execution of the tasks and tasks entrusted
to them.
Independence

GRI 102-17 / SDG 16

Independence and Conflict of Interest
Directors must ensure that their personal circumstances do not place them in a conflict of interest with
society at all times.
Each administrator shall ensure that he or she informs the President of the Council spontaneously of any
conflict of interest situation in which he or she may be present. Once a year, and at the beginning of the
year, the directors make a declaration of conflicts of interest. Each director shall perform his duties in an
objective, impartial, independent, loyal and competent manner in the interests of society and banks, while
taking into account the interests of depositors and all other stakeholders. Each administrator must sign
and scrupulously adhere to the Directors Charter.
The Board of Directors also endeavors to ensure that its composition includes at least 1/3 independent
Directors, as recommended in Circular No. 01-2017/CB/C on the governance of UMOA credit institutions
and financial companies.
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An Administrator is independent when he has no relationship of any kind with the Corporation, its Group
or its Directorate, which could jeopardize the exercise of his freedom of judgment.
The Board of Directors debates annually on the report of the Nominating Committee on the status of
independence of each Independent Administrator in relation to the criteria set out in Circular No. 012017/CB/C on governance. The Board of Directors considered that three (3) directors are self-employed.
The Independent Directors do not have a business relationship with the Corporation. Furthermore, to the
knowledge of the Corporation, as of June 10, 2020, there are no conflicts of interest between the
Independent Directors and the Corporation.
COMMITMENT OF PARTNERS

"With our remote services available through KEAZ, which is being deployed,
we are taking a major strategic step. This comprehensive digital offer is
perfectly adapted to the needs of our customers, and is aimed at all our
customer segments. This new service allows us to be a bank ahead of the
markets in which it operates. "
Julien KOFFI
Sales and Marketing Director
Product Development

GRI 417-1

Collaborative approach to innovation and agility
The Orabank Group operates in 4 highly diversified markets: individuals and professionals (TPE included),
medium and large enterprises and institutional clients. Orabank offers a commercial offer enriched with
innovative products and services, adapted to a sub-segmentation that is taking place (young people,
pensioners, diaspora...). , etc.).
Orabank is committed to collaborating in open-innovation with partners to develop products and services
that meet the expectations of customers. Orabank offers a wide range of international Visa and Mastercard
credit cards, a network of 219 ATMs and high-performance Electronic Payment Terminals (EPS), including
Orabank’s first mPOS mobile device in francophone West Africa. Since 2017, Orabank has been offering
bundles of products for individuals and professionals. Orabank associates complementary players with the
bank’s services and establishes strategic partnerships with insurance companies to develop
bancassurance products and with public services to raise their funds (Single Window, Customs, Passport
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Services, Large Billers, etc.). Since 2018, Orabank has put in place a regional offer for companies, in line
with its wide geographical presence in the various economic areas.

KEAZ

Innovation is at the heart of the Group’s concerns in order to go even further in optimizing the customer
experience. The KEAZ platform, launched as a pilot in the Orabank Togo banking network, is a case in
point. A digital banking platform, KEAZ represents, through its functionality, its accessibility and its
simplicity, a tool adapted to the new uses of our customers. It will be deployed to the countries of the Group
in the course of 2020. Since July 2019, Orabank has offered its clients in Togo a portfolio of innovative
digital banking services and self-service agencies (applications, wallet, e-banking and agency banking)
under the name KEAZ.

This is an omnicanale offer for individuals and professionals, as well as an app that can be downloaded
from Apple Store and Google Play. The clients of Orabank Togo, a pilot site, will be the first to benefit from
it, followed by those of the other countries of the Group. With KEAZ, Orabank launches a wide range of
digital products. The aim is not only to equip mobile phone users with digital products, but also to make
banking services accessible and available to all segments of the population by developing a true proximity
relationship through an ambitious commercial approach. The platform provides the following products:
Internet Banking for individuals, Internet Banking for businesses, Internet Banking for sub-agents, Mobile
Banking / Wallet (Apple/Android and USSD) and ATM (multi-purpose ATM allowing cash deposit, cardfree withdrawal, updating of account and customer information). Several other services, such as payment
of water and electricity bills, person-to-person payments, electronic wallet (eVoucher) allowing for cardfree withdrawals at ATMs or money transfer services, will be offered on the KEAZ platform.
Note that KEAZ CASH is the electronic money carrier available in the KEAZ offer for individuals and allows
cash withdrawals without a card and the sending and receipt of electronic money. This feature also allows
non-bank clients to receive electronic money via KEAZ.
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EMPLOYER

"In line with the human capital strategy defined in the Group’s overall strategy and with the
new vision for accelerating high value-added projects for the Group and for all staff, 2018
was marked by organizational changes and the introduction of various tools for the
development of our human capital. "
Alfred MENOUNGA
Director of Human Capital
Human Capital Strategic Roadmap

WORKING CONDITIONS
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GRI 102-2 / SDG 16

Key figures for employees

Staff

GRI 102-8 / GRI 401-1 / SDG 8.5

Staff and turnover
As at 31 December 2019, the Orabank Group had 2,015 employees, of whom 1,776 were on indeterminate
contracts compared to 1,647 in 2018, and 239 on fixed-term contracts compared with 210 in 2018. Among
the 2,015 employees, there are 852 persons in "Executive" status compared to 747 in 2018 and 1,163
persons in "Non-Executive" status compared to 1,110. The Group’s workforce thus grew by 8.5%
(compared to 2018) compared to 2.54% in 2018 compared to 2017 and 6.28% in 2017 compared to 2016.
Over the whole of 2019, 276 employees were recruited, an increase of approximately 25% compared to
last year (221 entries in 2018). Of the 276 entries in 2019, 109 were incorporated into DTAs and 167 were
in DDAs.
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Social dialog

GRI 102-41 / SDG 8.8

Social dialog with social partners
Orabank is committed to maintaining an open and constructive social dialog. Staff delegates are in place
in all banks and have mandates of 1 to 3 years according to legislation. Overall, the social dialog with the
social partners remains cordial and the exchanges are sustained and constructive. The demands are
mainly on salaries (salaries, benefits, staff loans...) and working conditions (space problem in the premises,
team organization, internal communication...). In 2019, the mandate of the delegates was renewed in
Oragroup and Guinea Conakry, and further office renewals for the staff delegates are planned for 2020.
Working framework

GRI 401-2 / SDG 8.5

Working environment and remuneration
Social compliance
Orabank is committed to the principles set out in the core conventions of the International Labor
Organization (ILO). The Group aims to respect the principles set out in the core conventions of the
International Labor Organization (ILO), including the conventions on forced labor, the minimum age at
work, the abolition of child labor, discrimination in employment and occupation, equal pay, respect for
freedom of association and the right to organize and negotiate.
Compensation Framework
Orabank is committed to being in the first quartile of banks offering the best working and compensation
frameworks in our markets. We aim to propose motivating working conditions, development plans, possible
progress. Recognizing the importance of the integration phase in the success of employees within the
institution, Orabank Group is committed to providing the most effective integration path possible.
Orabank sets up a Human Resources and Compensation Committee in all its subsidiaries. The
management culture approach initiated by the group allows the detection and support of our talents within
the subsidiaries. We have all succession plans for all CODIRs. Loyalty, especially for core functions, is an
indicator of good climate and a source of productivity.
Internal mobility allows the most efficient and equivalent employees to be kept on track. An individualized
performance policy based on collective results allows everyone to participate in the company’s results. In
line with previous years, in 2019, various human capital management and development tools were
implemented. The payroll for 2019 increased by 5.88% to 30,510,893,271 FCFA.
It was 28,816,080,919 FCFA as of 31/12/2018 compared to 23,927,152,050 FCFA in 2017. It should be
noted that this payroll does not take account of employer expenses and includes gross salaries, including
premiums received by all employees of subsidiaries and branches and holding companies. 100% of staff
is eligible for an annual premium based on the performance of each entity and according to the Group's
policy.
Pension benefits
All Group entities contribute to the basic retirement of their employees (100% of staff), in accordance with
the social legislation in force in each country. These contributions are made to the Funds or Institutes of
Security or Social Security of each country. In addition to this basic retirement, the Group's entities also
subscribe to a supplementary pension for all their staff (100%) under contract.
Contributions for supplementary retirement are made to specialized agencies or insurance companies.
Benefits of financial assistance
In 2019, there were 1,397 staff credits for a total of 9,145 M CFA, with a decrease of 18% compared to
2018. Real estate and equipment credits represent 92.51% of the total. In 2019, the Group financed social
works for a cumulative amount of 745 M FCFA (2.44% of the payroll).
Many countries also operate with social funds (or mutual funds) in which each employee contributes so
that they can carry out social actions as needed. In addition, there are mutual funds that operate through
a periodic staff assessment to finance certain social actions.
SST Policy

GRI 403-1 / SDG 3.4

Occupational Health and Safety System
The health check-up system (the obligation to validate medical certificates by the company doctor) works
well at the level of the different entities of the group. Orabank is committed to providing a model of quality
of life at work and balance with personal life. The Orabank Group deploys policies and processes to
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promote and maintain the health and safety and well-being of employees by limiting and reducing
occupational risks in their working environment.
Sports activities (fitness, football, walking, etc.) are offered to promote a better physical condition of
employees and to combat fatigue and stress. A physiotherapist offers massages at work. Particular
emphasis is placed on the regular holding of CSST meetings and the implementation and follow-up of the
recommendations resulting from those meetings.
The awareness-raising activities, the monitoring activities of the Compliance Directorate, the Audit
Directorate and the Department of Operational Risk Management at the entity level also make it possible
to supplement and make more effective the existing system to ensure the establishment and maintenance
of good health and safety conditions for staff.
Coverage

GRI 403-8 / SDG 10.4

Health coverage
Occupational Health and Safety Committees (OHSCs) are established in all subsidiaries with the objective
of holding quarterly meetings of these committees. All subsidiary PVs are transmitted to the holding
company in order to contribute to improving working conditions and to preserving the health of the staff.
CSST missions may depend on local regulations but generally include the following:
• Contribute to the protection of health and safety and to the improvement of working conditions
• Ensure compliance with legislative and regulatory requirements on occupational health, health and
safety
• Participate in the prevention of occupational risks through awareness-raising actions
• Analyze the circumstances and causes of work accidents and occupational diseases.
Health costs

GRI 403-1 / SDG 3.3

Health costs
Health costs are covered at least 80% in the Group. Since 2018, Orabank Côte d’Ivoire has paid 90% of
the costs and Guinea and the holding company are 95% (in accordance with the Collective Convention in
force in that country) and 100% respectively. The holding company provides 100% support. All health
insurance contracts of the group are carried
by a broker, with local insurers that serve as a relay in each country.
SST Training

GRI 403-5 / SDG 8.8

Occupational Health and Safety Training
During the installation of CSSTs, training is organized for members on occupational health and safety.
Information and awareness-raising sessions on various aspects of occupational health and safety are
also being initiated for staff from different entities.

Promotion

GRI 403-6 / SDG 10.4

Health promotion
Under social works, all the entities of the group now have solutions to subsidize meals and/or equipped
refectories, including for the lunch of staff. For the most part, the entities have chosen a ticket book solution,
worth between 1,500 and 3,000 CFA francs per unit, depending on the country. Each entity partially
subsidizes the purchase of these tickets by staff.
100% of countries with meal allowances and/or equipped refectories.
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Prevention

GRI 403-7 / SDG 3.4

Prevention of stress-related personnel
In addition to the prevention actions initiated by CSSTs and corporate doctors at the entity level, the Group
has made available to all staff on its digital campus training modules and educational content for the
effective management of activities, teams and client relationships, in order to minimize the various risks
inherent in banking activities.
Absenteeism

GRI 403-10 / SDG 3.6

Diseases
The Group’s absenteeism rate was 3% in 2019 compared to 2.83% in 2018 and 2.11% in 2017. The main
reasons for absences in 2019 are maternity leave, grounds for sickness or accidents, and then personal
and conventional absences (marriage, birth, death, etc.).
In 2019, there were 8 cases of accidents, 7 of which were traveling and 1 in the workplace (compared to
3 in 2018 and 11 in 2017). As a result of these accidents, the number of days of work stoppage in 2019 is
91 days compared to 152 days in 2018 and 116 days in 2017. There is a decrease in the number of days
of absence from these accidents.

Access our social balance sheet
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COMPETENCES

Development

GRI 401-1 / SDG 4.3

Career Management
Recognizing the challenges facing banks in an increasingly competitive and risky environment, the
Orabank Group places particular emphasis on the development and strengthening of its human capital.
Thanks to the implementation of the training actions initiated by the holding company and its subsidiaries,
a total of 1569 employees were trained at the Group level in 2019, with an average rate of 80.26% of
trained persons.
Orabank is committed to developing the employability of employees through a continuous process of skills
development. A budget of 5% of the payroll is allocated to the training plan. In this envelope, part is left to
the local HRD of the countries for the organization of certain training courses. The selected training
programs must meet individual and collective needs while remaining in line with the Group's strategy and
client expectations. The Group is committed to a review of training plans, rationalization of associated
budgets and alignment with the needs of the implementation of the development strategy.
Graduate training courses are made available to all staff of subsidiaries. The majority of the requirements
covered are operational or technical training, but they are increasingly moving towards cross-cutting areas:
management and leadership, risk management and culture, regulatory, legal and governance and CSRrelated developments or personal development issues.
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Training programs
Development Programs and Strategic Partnerships

GRI 404-2 / SDG 4.3

Talent Programs
In 2018, the new Talents program format was launched to develop and maintain a powerful pool of
competent, capable senior managers in DG & DGA branch/branch positions and functional positions in
Holding. 11 people from 9 subsidiaries of the group have joined this program, which aims to develop and
maintain a powerful pool of competent senior managers, able to access in the short or medium term, the
positions of DG & DGA subsidiaries/branches and functional positions at the Holding.
In 2018, several training sessions were held in Lomé with ESSEC Paris and Paris. The new format
continued in 2019, with a last training session with ESSEC Paris (partner school in this program) and the
implementation of the components "Transversal development / situational and practical demonstrations"
and "coaching (provided by the N+1)". The "Mentorat" component will be implemented in 2020.
A "Young Managers Development Program" was developed in 2019 and will be submitted for validation
for deployment in 2020. It aims to equip young team managers to play their role effectively.
Major Schools Programs
The Orabank Group has set up a program for the Great Schools. In order to develop the attractiveness of
young graduates and strengthen its image, the Group sponsored the CESAG Master Bank Finance Career
Day and participated in a conference on the theme "Financial Markets and Financing the Economy:
strategy, information, governance and regulation" and a business round table.
Although the total number of trainees admitted to the Group has decreased somewhat, we note that in
Gabon, Côte d’Ivoire, Mali and Niger, the number of trainees has increased more in relation to the number
of projects in progress and the activities of the front office.
Digital campus project (digital-learning)
In 2019, the group deployed its digital campus. Launched in July 2019 and accessible to all the group's
staff, this platform offers some twenty training modules and educational content including:
• a customized module on corporate culture (Orabank platform);
• a customized module on anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing.
• This powerful tool aims to make each employee more self-reliant, in the development and
strengthening of his or her capabilities. In 2020, numerous modules and educational content will
enrich the platform’s offer, including a full CSR program.
Talent Development
In order to create a pool of young talent and to contribute at the same time to the professional integration
of young graduates, the group decided to conduct "school actions" and set up in 2018 a standardized and
structured professional internship policy to welcome the best students of the schools, and thus build a pool
of potential human resources for the organization. It was circulated within the Group with concrete
implementation in 2019, notably at the level of the Senegal branch and the Oragroup holding company.
The Group received 1,073 trainees in 2019, up from 994 in 2018, an increase of 8%. In order to facilitate
the implementation of the professional internships, the group has engaged in discussions with CESAG
and the Catholic University of Central Africa (UCAC) in Yaoundé with a view to signing partnership
agreements.
"School Actions"
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The school activities consist of organizing an event in partnership with a reference school in order to
raise the awareness of the group, its products and services, to raise the awareness of the bank’s
professions to students and young graduates, as well as the human resources needs of the group and to
present the system set up by the group to promote the professional integration of young graduates.
In 2019, the group sponsored and actively participated in the career day of the Master Bank Finance of
the African Center for Higher Studies in Management (CESAG).
Other training programs deployed
• Improved audit function management
• Commercial communication
• The ITIL Foundation theme for IT specialists in the Information Systems Directorates
• The impact of the Basel 2 and Basel 3 reforms on the HR function
• IFRS 9 for Directors of Administration and Finance
• Business Continuity Plan for Business Risk Managers
• Collection techniques
• Credit Management Certification
• The "Basic Treasury" for Treasury, ALM and Subsidiary Supervisors
• The "ALM Pro" tool
• The obligations and responsibilities of a publicly traded company.
Performance

GRI 403-3 / SDG 4.3

Performance and Career Review
Orabank is committed to training employees in the trades that meet the needs of customers
(digitalization and customer care). Orabank must help the bank shift its business to meet tomorrow's
expectations. In the competitive environment of the bank, groups need specialized profiles to maintain
their operational and innovation capabilities and R&D performance. The Group has technical or specific
needs with specificities in the IT and digital banking trades.
In February 2017, the Executive Team Evaluation Report was presented to the Board of Directors and
individual training plans will be proposed to meet each other’s development plan. In 2018, an evaluation
of the new posts was carried out in the JEM (Job Evaluation Manager) base and a re-evaluation of some
posts in the context of the Group’s evolution.
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DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

Salaries

GRI 405-2 / SDG 5.1

Equal pay
The Orabank Group places great importance on equal work for men and women. All our policies
(recruitment, promotion, mobility or training) do not discriminate and must apply strictly in this regard. We
formulate diversity goals in different sectors and in front-line trades. In 2019, improvements were made in
some areas of equality of work, but efforts will continue to improve.
Orabank supports the feminization of recruitment (internal mobility and external applications) by
systematically integrating women into all selected profiles and by combating stereotypes, especially in our
technical professions. Trades in executive status are more masculine. With regard to recruitment, special
emphasis was placed throughout 2019 on the promotion of female candidates.
Orabank aims to detect and support female talent within the group, including through voluntary measures
of training, mentoring, or specific networks. A group of Orabankers women has formed and meets once a
quarter to discuss issues related to women’s development in the Group. A mentorship will be set up
between senior and junior women in the company. At the holding company, equal pay for men and women
is in place and is gradually implemented in subsidiaries.

Diversity of governance bodies
In 2019, we note an increase in the representation of women in CODIR.
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At the Group level, it stands at 26%, compared with 22% in 2018 and 22.8% in 2017. The subsidiary of
Côte d’Ivoire and its branches in Burkina Faso and Senegal are the entities with the highest rates, 53.3%,
36.4% and 33.3%, respectively.
Among the population of managers at the branch and branch level, we still have three women who hold
the position of Director General (Gabon, Benin, Mali). At the level of the CODIR (Steering Committees),
efforts will continue on the issue of equality of work.
Non-discrimination

GRI 406-1 / SDG 8.8

Combating discrimination
Orabank is committed to ensuring that the company is representative among our employees. Our diversity
policy is based on a key principle: value each individual while respecting all differences. Diversity is a key
factor in a company’s performance. It is a matter of treating each individual, with his or her differences, as
an added value.
We intend to promote and enhance these individual differences and make them a rich part of our teams.
We believe that compensation should be fair and equitable and encourage employees to work in the longterm interest of clients, while contributing to the overall performance of the company.
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AFRICA

"Orabank is working towards financial inclusion in Africa through the
deployment of innovative digital solutions. We meet the expectations of
new customers while strengthening our network of agencies to ensure
more proximity to our customers and partners that are our raison d’être. "
Mamoudou KANE
Deputy Director General of Orabank Group

Roadmap
Deploying digitalization strategy in Africa
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GRI 102-2 / SDG 16

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

Economic dynamism

GRI 203-1 / SDG 8

Financing the local economy
Orabank is committed to financing the development of economies in sub-Saharan Africa, strengthening
productivity and supporting entrepreneurial dynamism.
Banks contribute to the financing of the economy and are an essential part of its development.
Large companies are called to be strong economic players. We accompany them in their growth evolution
on increasingly specific financing needs. The quality of our service, the proximity to the customer, the
responsiveness and the existence of a regional and coherent platform distinguish us on the market. We
have a clientele of small and medium-sized enterprises as well as large enterprises that are destined to
be strong economic players.
The Group has major assets for its customers:
• Knowledge of the African continent
• A dense network of bank correspondents
• A workforce composed of professionals from African and non-African countries.
Entrepreneurship

GRI 201-1 / SDG 9

Small business development
Orabank is committed to participating in the financing and development of small private entrepreneurs.
We have a small business clientele and three strategic priorities for development assistance (TPE and
SMEs, women and young people and Microfinance).
• Orabank supported, with a donation of 1 million FCFA, the creation of the African Network of
Experts in Public Procurement with the Authority for the Regulation of Public Procurement (ARMP).
An African Forum will be held in Dakar in 2019.
• A donation of 10 M GNF enabled the launch of a social involvement initiative "YELLO CARE" with
MTN (digital discovery, training sessions and workshops for reading and scientific research on
digital, digital library, etc.).
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TPE and SMEs

WOMEN AND YOUTH
•
•

Orabank supports the economic empowerment of women and youth.
Orabank supports the Junior Achievement Gabon (JA) initiative, which enables young people to
increase their chances of entering the economic world, under a program for entrepreneurs
(donation of 3 M FCFA).

MICROFINANCE
• Orabank, the French Development Agency and the European Union have created a
Mesofinance Cluster. The aim is to improve access to bank financing for small economic or social
•
•
•

projects of very small enterprises, which mainly operate in the informal sector and account for 98%
of the economic fabric.
The Orabank Group has concluded a technical assistance agreement with the Credit
Communautaire d’Afrique (CCA), a former Cameroonian microfinance institution that has recently
become the country’s 15th bank.
Orabank was involved in the celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Professional Association of
Decentralized Financial Systems of Togo, in October 2018 with a presence in microfinance spaces.
Support of 500,000 FCFA to the Togolese Farmers' National Forum (FNPT) in July 2018 in Kara,
with 800 participants including 500 agricultural producers, economic and public operators,
microfinance banks and institutions and development partners.
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FINANCIAL INCLUSION

"It is through digital and digital technology that we will be able to accelerate
banking and financial inclusion in Africa. The Orabank Group is adopting new
applications with the aim of transforming its value proposition. "
Amos KONLAMBIGUE
Director of Digital Bank

Client Empowerment

GRI 413-1 / SDG 1.4

The Digital Bank
Orabank is committed to providing a comprehensive digital offer that empowers customers in their
relationship with the bank. Orabank is implementing a digital policy aimed not only at meeting the needs
of an increasingly connected, mobile and greedy clientele of innovative banking and financial services, but
also at penetrating new niches of unbanked customers.
Today, it is a matter of leading the service to the customer; he no longer systematically moves to the
agencies and expects to be able to have the services from where he is, from the moment he has an internet
connection.
Social inclusion

GRI 203-2 / SDG 8.3

Inclusive Digitalization
Orabank is committed to banking African populations for social inclusion Digitalization is a lever for growth
to collect more deposits and the Orabank Group wants to take an important position in the banking and
financing of economies in sub-Saharan Africa by being a citizen and responsible economic player. As large
populations are still far from our services, the Orabank Group must promote economic and financial
integration, thanks to new technologies that are rooted in long-term usage.
The deployment of the digitalization strategy allows us to reach a wider target while diversifying our
sources of revenue. In the sub-Saharan region, we can expect a major surge in financialization via mobile.
We position ourselves on this new customer segment with more suitable products. Orabank’s strategic
ambition is to build a profitable, efficient group that serves a clientele for whom it can find innovative
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solutions, including those with lower incomes, and where it is good to work. Through our funding, we are
more interested in contributing to the creation of local wealth and jobs.
The first phase of digitalization began in Togo with the launch of the omnicanal platform called KEAZ. It
offers a range of online banking products for customers of individuals and companies, but also offers a
mobile app and a platform from Agency Banking for distributors or sub-agents. The mobile app "My KEAZ"
is available on Apple and Google Play blinds but also has a USSD interface for non-smartphone phones.

"In our group, information security is part of a business risk management
approach and is one of the major vehicles for our commitments to our
stakeholders. It's also everyone's business!"
Salif SOW
Director of Information Systems

Computer security

GRI 418-1 / SDG 9

Orabank is committed to ensuring a high level of security, reliability of systems and stored information. In
an increasingly constraining legal, regulatory and contractual environment and in the face of cyber-crime
threats, the security and availability of the Group’s information heritage and underlying information systems
are becoming strategic for the Group’s performance.
The Group must be able to guarantee its shareholders, customers and employees the security and
reliability of its systems while maintaining the agility necessary for its development. In order to meet these
challenges, the Orabank Group has developed an Information Systems Security Policy that is applicable
to all Group entities and allows for a consolidated common vision of the security of our assets.
This policy is part of the Group’s approach to managing operational risks. It is a strategic issue for our
Group and is one of the major vehicles for meeting our commitments. It gives rise to thematic policies and
guidelines that set the rules for functional safety. All the Group’s staff are therefore mobilized and
committed to supporting the security policy and to ensuring the continuous improvement of the processes
resulting from it.
SOLIDARITY
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"For Orabank, being a committed bank and a citizen means working for
the community in a spirit of solidarity. Beyond funding, we stand
alongside all our stakeholders, and especially the most vulnerable. We
support people in the face of the challenges of sustainable
development. "
Rodrigue GOEH-AKUE
Marketing Communications Manager, Orabank Togo
Solidarity

GRI 413-1 / SDG 1

Working for the Well-Being of Communities
The Orabank Group, faithful to its vocation for the well-being of the communities in the countries of
establishment, carries out various solidarity actions through its subsidiaries and branches. The Orabank
Group is committed to organizing community and charitable events and supporting projects related to
education and sport.
Together with public institutions, associations and NGOs, as well as civil society, we are committed to
promoting a more equitable and inclusive society. This is how the Orabank Group is committed to growing
together, and for Africa.
Examples of solidarity actions
• Donations of materials to school, health and vulnerable child protection structures
• Project to support victims of sexual violence within the framework of the International Day of the
Girl Child
• Wheelchair financing initiative for women with disabilities, led by Orabank collaborators
• Institutional Partnerships: Universities, UNICEF
• Christmas trees and donations to NGOs
• Financing of computer purchases for deserving students and lunches for disadvantaged
schoolchildren
• Immunization and control campaigns against the outbreak of hemorrhagic fever, the Ebola virus
• Reforestation and environmental remediation actions
• Free screening days for diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, etc.
• University partnerships to enable access to higher education for all.

Local Communities
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GRI 413-1 / SDG 1

Promoting community development
In each of its host countries, the Orabank Group participates, supports and initiates citizen actions. They
must demonstrate their sustainable and supportive nature, and are evaluated upstream to ensure the
seriousness of their protagonists and the proper coverage of the need for vulnerable populations. As a
human bank, committed and citizen, we invest in local people and communities.
Here are some local examples of our commitment:
Benin
• Donation for several events in the life of the staff: death, marriage, awards, work medals, various
types of assistance, etc. / Budget 22,716,734 FCFA
• Staff restaurant voucher grant / Budget 36 500 000 FCFA
• Donation of school kits to CARITAS for disadvantaged children / Budget 942 500 FCFA
• AIDS Awareness Campaign and Call for Screening / Budget 50,000 FCFA
• Support for the maintenance and beautification of the public garden opposite the bank
headquarters (garden expenses, plants, watering, etc.) / Annual budget 480 000 FCFA
Burkina
• Donation to the children of CARFO (Caisse Autonome des Retired et Officials de Ouagadougou)
for the support of the schooling of young orphans (school kits, polo, T-shirts and caps Orabank and
check of 1 000 000 FCFA
• Blood collection from bank staff, clients and partners for the National Blood Transfusion Center in
favor of the displaced from the humanitarian crisis caused by the terrorist attacks and for children
hospitalized / Budget 200,000 FCFA
• Donation of 100,000 FCFA in sugar boxes and calendars to the faithful of the mosque next to the
bank
Ivory Coast
• Funding of 1,200 Christmas meals for people in difficulty in the municipalities of Teichville and
Marcory through the St EGIDIO Community. This secular movement is supported by more than
60,000 people in Italy and 73 countries including Côte d’Ivoire / Budget 3,000,000 FCFA
• Along with the Association of Midwives of the City of San Pedro, the bank contributed to the
financing of a day to raise awareness among women about motherhood and family planning issues
and the organization of a Christmas tree by purchasing gifts for 200 children / Budget 400,000
FCFA
Gabon
• Participation in the edition of the book of the year for students, teachers and parents of the Lycée
Blaise Pascal / Budget 780 588 FCFA
Guinea
• Bank participation in the project to build a primary school in Maritime Guinea / Budget 200,000
FCFA
Guinea-Bissau
• Participation of the bank in the improvement of the city with the refurbishment of the public banks
of the province of Gabu / Budget 600 000 FCFA
• Donations of equipment for a clean and sanitation campaign / Budget 596 500 FCFA
Mali
•
•
•
•
•

Support by the 1st year school bank of the 3 winners of the ISC Business School Excellence
Competition / Budget 3,075,000 FCFA
Fundraising through a sale of raffle tickets to Orabank Mali staff, donated to Fadi N’GOUROU
community school in Badalabougou / Budget 345,000. FCFA
Clothing donated to the Com+ Association for the Displaced People of Northern Mali
Donation of clothing to the NGO AI Farouk
Donation of 500 personalized Orabank water bottles to mosques near 5 of the 8 agencies in
Bamako, during the month of Ramadan / Budget 1 000 000 FCFA
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Mauritania
• Sharing Marmite
Niger
• Orabank Niger provided financial support to the NGO ADEN for the care and care of orphaned or
abandoned children / Buget 1 000 000 FCFA
• The NGO "TKD UN SPORT FOR ALL" is an association that aims to enable children in family
difficulties to flourish through sport. With this action, Orabank Chad supports the State initiatives in
the promotion of sports and youth / Budget 500 000 FCFA
• Table seating for a primary school in the city of Tahoua. / Budget 5 000 000 FCFA
• Senegal
• Table seating for a primary school in the city of Tahoua. / Budget 5 000 000 FCFA
• 10,000 custom-made Orabank bottles of water are available by the bank for the "Gamou de
Tivaouane (Maouloud)"
• 2,500 custom-made Orabank water bottles are available at Uganda’s Martyrs’ Parish for the grand
Marian vigil of 31 October (KYRIOS)
• Afrivac Senegal is a foundation whose mission is to furnish the private sector for financing the
vaccination of children of Senegal
• Monthly scholarship of 65,000 FCFA offered to 4 NPG students for 12 months of schooling. This is
a contribution from Orabank Senegal for the promotion of education and vocational training for
young Senegalese people
Togo
• Under the agreement between the University of Lomé and Orabank Togo, financial support for the
24-year-old AKEMEBOU EDMOND, an orphan and visually impaired student, wishing to continue
his university studies / Budget 250,000 FCFA and partnership with the National Institute of Health
Insurance (INAM) for the health insurance coverage of 500 togolan students ais / Budget 8 000
000 FCFA
• Financial contribution for the construction of a makeshift class for students of the Specialized
Teaching Center for the Blind Persons (CESA). This action will enable them to work in better
conditions / Budget 1 270 030 FCFA
• Financial contribution to the Association Partenaires de Développement Interantion (PDI) as part
of its project entitled "Balloon at the Center for Development, Social Inclusion and Peace". The aim
of this project is to make sport and recreation a tool for social and economic development,
promoting and improving the living environment of rural communities and people in disadvantaged
urban areas and strengthening the mechanisms for inclusion. This project is also included in axis
3 of the NDP / Budget 1 000 000 FCFA
• Numerous actions to support vulnerable people during Christmas, such as: Financial support to
the CCACJ of Nyékonakpoè for the children of the Parish Immaculate Conception / Budget 250,000
FCFA, Contribution to the fourteenth edition of the great socio-cultural event called "MISS NOEL",
which targets the poor and orphans aged 7 to 12 years / Budget 500,000 0 FCFA, Financial
Contribution to the Socio-Cultural Event CHILD LOVE GRAIN dedicated to poor and hospitalized
children in Kara" NOEL AU COEUR DE L’CHILANCE A KARA" / Budget 500 000 FCFA, Financial
Support to the NGO A.S.I-TOGO (Africa International Solidarity) for Orphan Christmas Vulnerable
children and elephants (OEV) / Budget 500,000 FCFA, Financial contribution to the Center
d’Authorization de la Jeune et de la Femme Africaine (CAFA) in collaboration with the National
Orthopedic Equipment Center for a Recreational Day for Children with Disabilities at the end of the
year celebrations / Budget 250,000 FCFA
• Financial contribution to "Les Editions Seeds de Thought" for the promotion of books designed to
raise awareness of environmental protection. / Budget 2000,000 FCFA
• In partnership with SOS VILLAGE OF CHILDREN, the bank has made available in its agencies
ballot boxes to raise funds to support orphan children.
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ENVIRONMENT

"In the context of strong partnership alliances, the Orabank Group
is changing its position within the regional banking sector and is
becoming a unifying player in taking green growth and sustainable
development in general into account, as a criterion for economic
development in the countries in which we operate, in a long-term
vision. "
Serge MIAN
Director of Investor & Partner Relations

Roadmap
Strategic Roadmap for Green Growth Financing and Positive Impact Projects
2017
•
•
•
•
•

2018
•

•

GRI 102-2 / SDG 16

Finalization of the second installment of the 14-billion CFA cash-note program bringing the total
issue to 35 billion CFA.
Signature of a framework agreement with the Entreprenarium Foundation for the financing of
projects of women entrepreneurs in Gabon and Senegal.
Funding of the ANADER project to the tune of 5 billion FCFA. The project involves the acquisition
and installation of photovoltaic equipment in Benin at a total cost of 45 billion CFA francs.
Financing of the Savannah Project, an oil exploration project in Niger for an amount of CFA 7 billion.
Signing of a Memorandum with SABER for the development of a platform for financing renewable
energy and energy efficiency projects in the countries of the two institutions.
Oragroup’s commitment to renewable energies continues with the financing of the SOTER/PAL
project for €3 million through the SUNREF green finance line. This is a project to install solar panels
on behalf of the Autonomous Port of Lomé.
Posing of the first stone of the Kekeli thermal power plant in Lomé, Togo. This project is carried out
by Eranove and its subsidiary Kekeli Efficient Power with a financing structured by Oragroup and
BOAD. The cost of this 65MW power plant is about 85 billion CFA francs. It will use combined cycle
technology that will generate more electricity with reduced gas consumption and limit CO2
emissions to the atmosphere.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2020
•
•

Obtaining a loan of 40 million euros (26 billion FCFA) from ICD, a subsidiary of the Islamic
Development Bank (IDB) over a 5-year maturity. This funding will enable the subsidiaries Orabank,
Togo, Gabon and Côte d’Ivoire (including branches) to support SMEs in financing projects from a
"Sharia Compliance" perspective through the "Mourabaha" product.
Launch of the Oragroup Stock Exchange to the BRVM with a historic raise of 56.92 billion CFA
francs.
Structured a financing line of 4.8 billion CFA for a real estate company in Chad.
Successful Syndication for the State of Niger for an amount of 12 billion FCFA.
Funding of USD 11 million for DCGN/WACEM for the construction of a clinker and cement
manufacturing plant in Guinea.
Securitization of claims on the State of Côte d’Ivoire in the amount of 19 billion FCFA.
Finalization of the private placement launched by Oragroup in Cameroon for an amount of CFAF
9.6 billion.
Financing of EUR 20 million from the AATIF fund for the financing of agricultural campaigns in the
Côte d’Ivoire area
Issuance of a $35 billion CFA cash-note program. The operation was structured by the SGI CGF
Bourse and SGI Togo and secured by the African Guarantee Fund West Africa (AGF WA).
Continued exchanges with the European Investment Bank (EIB) for senior local currency debt for
XAF 20 billion and the African Development Bank (AfDB) for financing of EUR 50 million.
Closing of the SUNREF Green Project Funding Program of the AFD of EUR 6 million and repaid
an amount of EUR 68 000 in grants to 4 project holders who have completed their project.
Signing of a loan agreement with BADEA for a financing of EUR 30 million for customers importing
products from Arab League countries
Deployment of the EUR 40 million thematic line of ICD (a subsidiary of the Islamic Development
Bank) for projects that respect Islamic principles in the countries of the UEMOA and Gabon.
Financing of a financing project to extend the hosting capacity of the Nord Sud hotel in Mali for an
amount of 2.2 billion FCFA
Financing of a project to discharge debts to a heritage company for the SEEG in Gabon for an
amount of 30 billion FCFA
KEKELI projects continue, a project to build a 65MW tri-fuel thermal plant in Lomé (Togo) for a
51.5-bn mandate from FCFA co-arranged with BOAD and a project to build a clinker plant in
Guinea-Conakry financed by BIDC and Oragroup (DCGN/WACEM project).
Funds raised from partners for energy efficiency projects with SUNREF and AAPIF (Deutsch Bank)
for investments for agriculture (€20 million) in the UMOA countries (Guinea Bissau for cashew nuts
and Côte d’Ivoire for agricultural projects)
Signing of a partnership protocol with AGF (African Guarantee Funds) of Kenya (ESG orientation)
35 billion CFA for financing SMEs and enterprises managed by women in West African countries.
Cameroon, raised CFAF 9.6 billion from institutional investors in association with a local banking
group. Support for activities in Central Africa (Gabon and Chad)
Signing of an agreement with the ADB 50 million € GABON CI TOGO to finance SMEs with a CA
of - 5 million € (delayed deployment but will be launched at the end of 2020)
Partnerships with donors (SWED FUND and FINN FUND) for long-term financing and agreement
with EIB for projects in Central Africa.
Strategic partnerships for financing activities in countries of operation for enterprises.
Guinea Conakry: partnership with AFD to guarantee SMEs as part of the launch of their activities
(risk cover) - target for Group-wide deployment.
A partnership with FAGACE in Benin is signed to cover the risks of SMEs.
Thermal power station in Togo. Signing of structured financing agreements. Started in 2020. $86
Billion in investments.
Development of Structured Financing Projects: SOTERRE and CIMENTERY.
Pursuing financing objectives and diversifying sectors.
Priority for certain sectors with a stronger environmental component (solar and thermal
power plants, water)
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•
•

•
•

Development of co-financing partnerships for positive impact projects
The change in ownership is taking place with the Ivorian Pension Fund and will increase the
need for regional development financing according to the strategic plan that will be drawn
up.
Migration to longer-term (> 5 years) and more financially important financing operations,
towards more ambitious targets for financing the local economy.
Creation of a management and intermediation company for the group.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

"The Orabank Group reduces the environmental impacts of its activities and
its consumption of materials and fluids in its agencies and as part of its
mobility. "
Amos TOSSAVI
Head of General Means

Environmental impacts

GRI 301-1 / GRI 302-1 / GRI 302-1 / GRI 306-1 / SDG 13

Reduce resource consumption
Orabank is committed to improving the Group’s environmental footprint and reducing its consumption of
materials and fluids in its agencies and as part of its mobility.
Orabank makes commitments to improve energy control, sustainable natural resource management and
environmental protection through an environmental management program that is gradually deployed in
subsidiaries and based on operational measures.
Good practices of subsidiaries, realized in 2019

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Duplex Printing Management for Printing and Recycled Paper
Information management system deployed in subsidiaries and holding companies to optimize the
printing function of documents (rental printers and efficient management of consumables)
Paper savings by re-using drafts for certain internal prints
Awareness of the use of email instead of physical email
Establishment of dashboard to monitor consumption of paper and office supplies by department
Production of posters to raise awareness of paper consumption and use
Font Reduction
Strict management of paper trains by department
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change of office lamps by low-energy LEDs in all agencies
Poster on best practices in energy reduction
Monitoring of generator fuel consumption by agency
Installation of prepaid fuel cards and monitoring of fuel consumption by logbook available in each
bank vehicle
Installation of motion detector for the activation of lights
Automatic detection tool for non-switched devices
SMS alert or daily monitoring of offices by officers or security guards
Pre-paid fuel cards and consumption tracking and vehicle log tracking
Optimization of shuttles in agencies
Optimization of travel between agencies and headquarters
Daily monitoring of offices by officers or guards
Turn off air conditioners and lights for short and long absences

•
•
•

Poster on best practices in reducing water consumption
Sparcimonious use of water
For coffee, boil only the amount of water needed

•
•

Waste sorting of the restaurant
Recycling of plastic packaging

•
•
•

Poster of eco-gestures in agencies
Awareness in the form of oral communication
Internal communication campaign for the rational use of electric power (lamps and air conditioning)
and water
Publication of a document to raise awareness among employees on the harmful effects of plastic
use on the environment
Heads of departments and directors are involved in ensuring compliance with these instructions.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Climate

GRI 305-1 / SDG 12

Reduce CO2 emissions
The Orabank Group is committed to reducing its CO2 emissions by developing a sustainable mobility
policy based on digital alternatives to travel and a car replacement policy, etc. But the Orabank Group
also has a significant impact in the context of supporting financing projects for green growth and the
transition to low-carbon energy

GREEN GROWTH
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Structured financing with positive impact

GRI 201-2 / SDG 17 / SDG 13

Investments in green growth
Orabank is committed to supporting investment through adaptation to global warming, facilitating access
to affordable sustainable energy to ensure the development of a low-carbon economy and to participate
in mitigating the causes of climate change. In the context of the fight against climate change, the Orabank
Group advises its customers, industrialists, service providers or institutions in renewing their energy
resources so as to replace fossil fuel consumption with renewable and clean energy.
In developing countries, financing for green growth is a major challenge and the Orabank Group wishes
to position itself as the reference bank for the structured financing of responsible projects of a large scale
promoting economic and social development. Its ambition is to develop a specialized financing offer >5
million€, requiring a specific approach in terms of structuring (amount, duration of the loan, legal and
financial arrangement).

SUNREF project towards a low carbon transition
In order to promote private investments in the field of energy control in West
Africa, the Agence Française de Développement (AFD) supports the banks
of the region in the allocation of credits for "green" projects under the
SUNREF program. West Africa is experiencing an energy crisis that is
hampering its economic and social development. Many countries in the
region are therefore facing significant difficulties due to the growing gap
between energy demand, supply capacity and low level of investment in the
sector. In this context, SUNREF, the AFD Green Finance label, aims to facilitate access to affordable
sustainable energy to ensure the development of a low-carbon economy and to contribute to the mitigation
of the causes of climate change. Through SUNREF West Africa, AFD assists countries in the region in
reducing their greenhouse gas emissions and energy dependence on external sources through the use of
local resources. All this while promoting sustainable and environmentally friendly socio-economic
development.
In order to optimize private sector energy consumption, AFD supports green investment projects through
SUNREF and encourages West African banks to finance the renewable energy and energy efficiency
sectors. SUNREF is one of the innovative tools developed by the Agence Française de Développement
(AFD) and co-financed with the European Union and the French Global Environment Facility to promote
the emergence of a "green" finance adapted to the needs of the economic players of countries in transition.
As part of a partnership with AFD, the Orabank Group financed numerous projects between 2014 and
2018 to support the development of a low-carbon economy in West Africa and enable economic actors to
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adapt to this transformation. Among SUNREF's partner banks, Oragroup has been a key partner in this
program. Projects funded by Oragroup are located in Togo, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Benin and Niger.
Oragroup was able to support the financing of 12 projects generating significant climate benefits, for an
overall investment of nearly 6 million euros (3.9 BCFA francs). Among these projects, 4 of them concern
investments in energy control (purchase and installation of engines, ovens, cooling system, air
conditioning, more efficient lighting), 5 in renewable energy (solar) and 3 projects are mixed, combining
energy efficiency and renewable energy. In terms of impacts, these once-in-force investments are
expected to result in annual energy savings of 2567 MWh, annual renewable energy production of 5283
MWh and 1 868 tons of CO2 avoided per year.
A high-efficiency dual-fuel oven in Togo
NEW SOTOLES, a steel company, has acquired a new high-efficiency dual-fuel furnace and a device to
replace the use of diesel oil with LPG. The expected benefits of this investment are the reduction of
dependence and pressure on the local electricity grid, the reduction of the plant’s environmental footprint
and the improvement of SOTOTOLES’ competitiveness by controlling its energy bill. This operation was
made possible through a loan from Orabank Togo, supported by AFD through the SUNREF program, in
order to reduce its energy expenditure and improve its energy efficiency. The New SOTOLES produces
corrugated sheet and galvanized plate, wire and tubes.
New SOTOTOLES has 8 production units and has been operational since 1992. It has a production
capacity of 6,000 tons of steel bars per month. With a loan of 403,963 euros from Orabank Togo, the new
SOTOTOLES made a green investment to acquire a high-performance oven and install a liquefied
petroleum gas system. The annual energy savings are 4,516,000 kWh and 427,794 liters of diesel oil and
2,404 teqCO2 avoidance. Other energy efficiency and renewable energy measures are also under way.
The Hage holding Group, which holds the New SOTOTOLES, is now able to replicate this type of
investment in other subsidiaries represented in the UEMOA countries.
A thermal power station without gas discharge in Togo
The first stone of the Kekeli Thermal Power Plant in Lomé, Togo has been laid. The project is sponsored
by Eranove and its subsidiary Kekeli Efficient Power and the Oragroup consortium and the BOAD for the
mobilization of 70% of the financing of this project. The construction of this 65MW power plant with an
estimated cost of 86 billion FCFA will use the combined gas-steam cycle technology. This technology will
produce more electricity without additional gas consumption and by limiting 30% of CO2 emissions to the
atmosphere. The operational launch of the plant is planned for the end of 2022.

Positive impact

GRI 201-2 / SDG 12

Positive impact projects
The Orabank Group has set up an Environmental and Social Risk Management System (SYMRES) to
ensure that the credit activity within it is carried out in strict compliance with the environmental and social
ambitions of the group through measures to adapt to climate change. As a financial intermediary with
economic operators, Orabank is an actor in disseminating good practices in the field of sustainable
development. Orabank is committed to actions to finance green savings for access to renewable energy
and clean water.
Integrating into a pro-environmental approach ensures a return on investment and a significant impact in
the fight against climate change. Orabank funds energy-efficient and energy-efficient projects. In the
industrial and hotel sector, the Orabank Group directs its customers to energy-efficient solutions that
generate a 30% to 40% reduction in consumption. These savings from customers on their invoices can
thus be reinvested in their development.
A cement factory in Guinea Conakry
Oragroup has been commissioned by Diamond Cement Guinée (DCGN) to mobilize a global facility of
USD 11 million to finance its project to acquire equipment for the operation of a limestone deposit and the
construction of a clinker manufacturing plant in the Sugueta District/Kindia Administrative Region, Republic
of Guinea. The limestone quarry will be operated by the company Sougueta Mining (SOMICO), a wholly
owned subsidiary of DCGN.
This company will be responsible for supplying raw materials (inputs) to the future clinker manufacturing
plant of DCGN. The clinker plant will be built on an area of 4.7km² and will have an annual capacity of
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500KT (1.5kT/day) in line with the production capacity of the DCGN cement mill unit (i.e. 500kT/year). The
total cost of the project is estimated at USD 75 million distributed between the projects for the exploitation
of the limestone deposits in Sougueta and for the installation and operation of a clinkerization unit.
A hotel structure in Togo
The "4 star" Sancta Maria luxury hotel structure in Togo has received the support of the Agence Française
de Développement under the SUNREF program through Orabank funding. The hotel had two objectives:
to reduce its energy bill, which is very high due to the use of inefficient air conditioners, and to reduce its
impact on the environment, in order to join the current dynamic of Togo, which seeks to give an increasing
place to renewable energy and energy efficiency measures, in the fight against the effects of climate
change. The annual energy savings represent 227.6 MWh and an amount of €42,689, a reduction of 37%,
increasing its competitiveness.
SOTER/PAL project - Solar power plant of 2.4 MW on behalf of the Autonomous Port of Lomé
Oragroup was requested by the Society of Renewable Energy Technologies (SOTER) as part of a project
that aims to reduce considerably the monthly energy consumption bill of the Autonomous Port of Lomé
(PAL), by implementing sustainable and environmentally friendly solutions through: (i) replacement of
existing SHP headlamps and lamps with LED headlamps and lamps; (ii) replacement of roofs of storage
to be used as support for solar panels; by sandwich panels of aluminum roofing; (iii) construction,
operation, maintenance and provision of a 2 MW solar photovoltaic power plant.
The implementation of the said Project was backed by a performance contract that will link it to the SOTER.
The total cost of the project is 2.3 billion CFA francs, financed from the available resources of the SUNREF
line. The SOTER project for the Autonomous Port of Lomé (PAL) is composed of an energy efficiency
measure and a renewable energy production measure. The technical details are presented as follows:
Replacing current lighting with efficient lighting. The 2,000 linear fluorescent tubes (TFLs) with
electromagnetic ballast, the 336 external projectors, the 159 type 1 lamp posts and the 53 type 2 lamp
posts will be replaced by Diode lamps and projectors.
Electroluminescent (LED) to reduce installed lighting power. This technology is more efficient, but it also
increases the life of lamps and reduces the cost of maintaining lighting. The energy savings resulting from
this measure are estimated at 975,759 kWh per year. That is a saving rate of 65%.
The installation of a 2,423 MWc solar photovoltaic power plant without self-consumption storage
contributes to the PAL’s autonomy in terms of electricity. The measure envisaged in the LIP will produce
renewable electricity estimated at 3,567,000 kWh. This self-production represents 42% of the energy
consumption of the reference year, equivalent to a reduction in emissions of 1 426 800 tCO2.
The measures in the SOTER project will ultimately reduce the electricity bill and the operating costs of the
PAL generators and its energy dependence on CEET (national electricity company).

Post-COVID funding
The management of the health crisis generates unforeseen costs for the management of the health of
employees and economic impacts for public and private actors are expected, with the cost of health
management being very substantial. A prioritization of the state’s actions will be carried out and the
turnover of the companies will be affected. In Africa, in our countries of operation, there is no mechanism
for partial unemployment and layoffs are immediate. The rate of defaults of SMEs and individuals on loans
is expected to increase. Central banks will provide liquidity, but the effects will be long-term. 2020 will be
a difficult year and the Orabank Group will need to support financing needs in priority sectors such as raw
materials. The fight against poverty is essential. The health crisis is pushing for telework and reducing
travel, reducing transportation and GHG emissions.
We are waiting for a general awareness of the investments of the health sector, to hold laboratories and
to strengthen the sector. International organizations will be important allies in the provision of credit lines.
For the future, it is important to consider the key issues - climate, biodiversity, water and urban
development. The Orabank Group will make a direct contribution to the establishment of infrastructure
networks. Sectors such as 4G telecommunications and road infrastructure construction are growing on the
continent and are contributing to the disintegration of the territories and represent a major economic
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challenge in increasing the attractiveness of businesses and industrial players. They will require special
attention to support their rise. Environmentally friendly technologies will be preferred to make responsible
investment choices. The telecommunications sector is very much in demand for the establishment and
strengthening of infrastructure.
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PERFORMANCE
The Orabank Group follows the evolution of its performance and progress in its
objectives. We are committed to and communicate with transparency about the
effectiveness of our actions.
"For the past 10 years, market confidence has confirmed the strength
of Oragroup’s model and its potential. With its listing on the stock
market, Oragroup is accelerating its growth trajectory, strengthening
its regional anchor and attractiveness, and actively contributing to the
development of the African financial market. "
Amadou Ly
Orabank Group Executive Director
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REPORTING PROTOCOL

Perimeter

GRI 102-45 / SDG 12.6

Our integrated reporting and social balance sheet cover 100% of the Orabank Group’s perimeter including
Orabank SA (Holding), all banks (Orabank Benin, Orabank Gabon, Orabank Guinée, Orabank Mauritania,
Orabank Togo) and Orabank Côte d’Ivoire with all branches (Orabank Burkina Faso, Orabank Côte
d’Ivoire, Orabank Côte d’Ivoire, abank Guinea Bissau, Orabank Mali, Orabank Niger and Orabank
Senegal).
Gathering indicators
Quantitative data are collected and consolidated by the respective directorates responsible for ensuring
consistency check. The calculation formulas used for the development of indicators are defined by the
responsible Directorates. The consolidated results are transmitted to the Communication Directorate which
ensures the publication of the information as part of the reporting.
Content
The structure of this digital report is based on the materiality of the issues.

GRI 102-46

Learn more about Materials and our stakeholders

To ensure consistency and readability of our approach, we continue our efforts and present annual
progress values over the past 6 years. Our current financial and non-financial results demonstrate the
foresight of our strategic vision and we see the results of improved performance bringing us even closer
to the expectations of our clients and partners.

Learn more about our indicators

Status of progress on objectives
Progress targets have been identified in line with the qualitative objectives set by the Group. A review of
these targets will take place in 2020.
Gathering indicators
Quantitative data are collected and consolidated by the respective directorates responsible for ensuring
consistency check. The calculation formulas used for the development of indicators are defined by the
responsible Directorates. The consolidated results are transmitted to the Communication Directorate which
ensures the publication of the information as part of the reporting.
Issues

GRI 102-47

We conducted a materiality study and stakeholder consultation to prioritize the most relevant issues.

Learn more about Materials and our stakeholders

Repositories

GRI 102-48

Orabank is committed to publishing a report of its corporate responsibility in line with international
standards. The Orabank Group is based on a process to communicate financial, economic, environmental
and social information to stakeholders. Our current results, both financial and non-financial, demonstrate
the foresight of our strategic vision and we see the results of improved performance bringing us even
closer to the expectations of our clients and partners.
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The objective of this transparency is to present policies and governance, deployment plans and
performance measures. As part of a voluntary approach, our reporting is progressive. Since 2016, we
have applied the GRI reference framework. Orabank is committed to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). We also adhere to the IIRC
principles. Since the Orabank Group’s listing on the stock market, the reporting is now aligned with BRVM’s
expectations.
Changes

GRI 102-49

No significant changes from previous reporting periods in the list of relevant issues and scope of issues.
No major changes occurred during the period.
Period

GRI 102-50

This report covers data for the 2019 fiscal year (1 January to 31 December 2019) and is published in April
2020.
Cycle
We publish the reporting of the results of our CSR approach on an annual basis.
Publications

GRI 102-52

GRI 102-52

Since 2014, an annual activity report has been prepared and since 2016 an integrated annual report has
been published. Our previous report on the 2018 data was published in June 2019. Since 2018, we have
chosen a digital reporting format that allows faster and more regular updating of our information.
GRI Principles

Learn more about our publications
GRI 101

Reporting principles are essential to achieving a quality sustainable
development report. Each reporting principle consists of a requirement
and guidelines on how to apply the principle. To ensure a quality
approach that meets GRI’s expectations on standards, the ORABANK
Group has ensured that the tests indicated for each principle by MATERIALITY-Reporting, GRI DATA
PARTNER for France are implemented.

Compliance

GRI 102-54

The ORABANK Group adopts the GRI standards and applies its reporting principles. Reporting has been
prepared in accordance with GRI standards: Essential option.
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Verification

GRI 102-56

The MATERIALITY-Reporting firm, GRI DATA PARTNER for France, has carried out a verification of
compliance with both the reporting principles of GRI standards, by conducting a critical analysis of the
reporting and a verification of the GRI content index.
An audit of the financial accounts was conducted by an accounting firm.

Learn more about our GRI index

Learn more about our BRVM Index

Contact
We are at your disposal to exchange with you and receive your comments and suggestions.
392, Rue des Plantains
BP 2810 Lomé
Togo
+228 22 23 05 80

Delphine NDIAYE
Director of Communication
delphine.ndiaye@orabank.net

Erika-Christelle JOHNSON
Business Risk and CSR Manager
erika.johnson@orabank.net
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GRI 102-53

INDICATORS

GRI 103-3

INDICATEURS
Résultat net consolidé
Total Bilan
Produit Net Bancaire
Agences
Dépôts Clientèle
Crédit Clientèle
Clients actifs
Pays
Administrateurs
indépendants au CA
Actionnaire membre de la

Direction Exécutive

Assiduité aux réunions de
comités du CA
Administrateur en position
de conflit d'intérêt
Collaborateurs et
partenaires sensibilisés aux
valeurs de la marque
Orabank
Employés formés à la
classe des risques
Employés à risque ayant
suivi une formation liée à la

conformité et l’éthique

Unité

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

EVOLUTION Object

N/A

-8

18

19

12

18

50%

1 227

1 498

1 654

1 810

2 160

2 634

22%

82

87

101

108

127

147

16%

103

123

137

143

149

157

5%

798

923

1 023

1 128

1 462

1 823

25%

778

888

992

1 100

1 207

1 366

13%

316 327
12

349 016 386 181
12
12

451 375 510 926 493 785
12
12
12

-3%
0%

Nombre

1

1

1

2

3

3

0%

Nombre

1

1

0

0

0

2

%

100%

100%

100%

100%

91%

86%

100%

Nombre

0

0

%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Milliards
FCFA
Milliards
FCFA
Milliards
FCFA
Nombre
Milliards
FCFA
Milliards
FCFA
Nombre
Nombre

Nombre
Nombre/%

Employés à risque soumis
aux tests internationaux de

%

Transactions couvertes par
les dispositifs anti-

Nombre

lutte contre la corruption
blanchiment

75
375

3

4

867

75

50

100%

Employés impliqués dans la
Nombre
gestion des risques
Employés sensibilisés sur le
manuel des procédures de %

111

SYMRES

Clients utilisant les offres

digitales

Clients satisfaits des
services et produits
Documents émis répondent
aux principes de la charte
Communication
Responsable
Salariés
Salariés hommes
Salariés femmes
Recrutements

Nouvel
indicateur

100%

(2021)

%

75%

75%

100%

75%

%

90%

90%

90%

90%

0%

100%

%
Nombre
Nombre
Nombre
Nombre
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1635
339

1750
962
742
234

1811
1034
777
233

1857
1066
791
221

2015
1200
815
276

9%
13%
3%
25%

Salariés en CDI (nombre)
Salariés en CDI (%)
Salariés cadres (nombre)
Salariés cadres (%)
Renouvellement du

Nombre
%
Nombre
%

1 294

1 395
85%

37%

35%

1481
85%
575
36%

1646
91%
739
41%

1647
89%
747
40%

1776
88%
852
42%

8%
-1%
14%
5%

%

9%

7%

9%

11%

16%

Ancienneté moyenne (ans)
Collaborateurs bénéficiant
d’un entretien d’évaluation
Fidélisation des salariés les

Ans

5,4

5,3

5,0

6,5

30%

95%

100%

100%

100%

90%

95%

Masse salariale en Millions
FCFA
Salaire moyen en milliers
FCFA
Œuvres sociales cumulées /
masse salariale
Filiales ayant un CSST
Absenteisme
Accidents du travail
Jours accident du travail
Employés ont pris leurs
congés annuels
Collaborateurs ayant suivi

Millions
FCFA
Milliers
FCFA

23836

23927

28616

30511

7%

13621

13212

15410

15142

-2%

Stagiaires accueillis
Budget formation /masse

Nombre

personnel

mieux notés

une formation
salariale

Réussite aux formations
bancaires diplômantes
Collaborateurs ayant suivi

une formation

Taux d’adéquation
poste/profil
Femmes recrutées
(nombre)
Femmes recrutées (%)
Femmes salariées (%)
Femmes cadres (nombre)
Femmes cadres (%)
Femmes dans les comités
de direction
Promotions internes totales
(nombre)
Promotions internes pour
les femmes (nombre)
Promotions internes pour
les femmes (%)
âge moyen
Clients utilisant les solutions
de mobilité bancaire
Filiales ayant mené au
moins une action solidaire
Budget investi dans des
actions citoyennes et de
solidarité dans les filiales
Filiales ayant développé un
programme pour des
produits d’épargne
participatifs
Agences ayant mis en place
un système de gestion

environnementale

%

95%

%

%

3%

%
%
Nombre
Nombre

3%

3%
100%
3%
11
136

%

78%
3,86%

%
Nombre

950

100%
2%
11
116

98%

100%
3%
3
152

100%
3%
8
91

6%
167%
-40%

90%

100%

11%

100%
100%

81%

77%

87%

80%

-8%

828

1059

994

1073

8%

4%

3%

4%

4%

4%

-3%

74%

67%

74%

65%

85%

31%

1 224

1381

1396

1622

1569

-3%

%
Nombre

94,54%

0%

%
%

100%

90%
90

63

102

62%

34%
42%
183
32%

39%
43%
239
32%

29%
43%
228
31%

37%
40%
253
30%

28%
-5%
11%
-3%

%

23%

23%

22%

26%

18%

Nombre

195

276

88

215

144%

Nombre

77

136

40

94

135%

40%

49%

46%

44%

-4%

38,5

38,7

38,6

38,6

0%

%

83

42%

44%

23%

30%

90%

66

%
%
Nombre
%

63

95%

35%

Ans

35%

100%
< 3,5%

50%

%

75%

%

100%

Milliers
FCFA

219977

%

100%

100%

%

Agences pilotant
efficacement leur
%
consommation d’énergie
Volume de projets soutenus
Millions
dans le cadre de SUNREF
FCFA

(millions FCFA)
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100%
100%
3 000

3900

3900

0%

3900

Commissions en
financements structurés
(millions FCFA) en cumulé
Emissions t CO2 évitées
(PROJETS SUNREF)

Millions
FCFA
t CO2

180

530
1 868

756
1 426

800

43%

700

76281%

FINANCIAL RESULTS

Financial Key Figures 2019
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GRI 103-3

"The year 2019 marked a turning point for Oragroup, thanks in particular
to its listing on the Regional Stock Exchange (BRVM) in Lomé. The
introduction of this stock exchange is both the culmination of a work that
has been carried out for the last 10 years, but also and above all an
incentive to continue along the same path. Market confidence confirmed
the strength of the Oragroup model and the Group’s growth potential. "
Amédée NONFON
Administrative and Financial Director

Oragroup held its ordinary general meeting on Monday, June 29, 2020 in Lomé, for approval of the
company’s financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2019, issued in accordance with
International IFRS. Oragroup had excellent results, with a total balance sheet of 2,634.3 billion CFA francs,
an increase of 22% compared with the previous year. The deposits of the customers of the entire Orabank
network amount to 1 822.5 billion CFA francs with more than 360 billion CFA francs collected and the
claims on the customers to 1 366.2 billion CFA francs, an increase of more than 160 billion CFA francs.
The transformation rate improved markedly from 92.6% in December 2018 to 83.1% in December 2019.
The Group has a net bank income of 146.9 billion CFA francs (+16%) and a consolidated net income of a
very high increase of 47% to 18.3 billion CFA francs. This evolution shows the good performance noted
on all revenue lines. The increase in overhead costs of 9.6% compared to 2018 is due to the strengthening
of our teams from 1,853 employees at the end of 2018 to 2,015 in 2019 and the expansion of our network
of agencies from 146 in 2018 to 157 in 2019. Our operating coefficient improved markedly from 72.2% in
2018 to 68.2% in 2019. The net cost of the risk is up 26% and is due to the delay in recoveries that are
expected to result in recoveries of provisions on almost all subsidiaries. The year 2019 marked a turning
point for Oragroup, thanks in particular to its entry on 16 April 2019 on the Regional Stock Exchange
(BRVM) at the first listing ceremony in Lomé. This market launch - the most important since the creation
of the BRVM in 1998 - is both the result of work that has been done over the past 10 years and, above all,
an incentive to continue along the same path. Market confidence confirmed the strength of the Oragroup
model and the Group’s growth potential. With its 20% equity listing, Oragroup wanted to accelerate its
growth trajectory, which is confirmed today by 2019 results that are up sharply. By jointly increasing capital
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and divesting shares, Oragroup had dedicated its regional anchor and attractiveness to actively contribute
to the development of the regional financial market. The consolidated financial statements of Oragroup SA
as at 31 December 2019 are prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The auditors, EXCO FICAO
and KPMG, carried out an audit of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with international
standards and for the fiscal year ended 31 December 2019. A reasonable level of insurance was selected.

Our financial statements are available in the PUBLICATIONS area
Report of the Board of Directors to the AG
Annual financial statements
IFRS audited accounts
SYSCOHADA audited accounts

Orabank Group Cash

"Treasury's activities continued to grow the Group's revenues in 2019,
including through gains and commissions on foreign exchange, in line
with our overall strategy. "
Julien KOFFI
Director of the PI Treasury
Highlights of 2019
In 2019, our Treasury business remained in line with the trend in previous years; notably in terms of the
contribution of Treasury revenues to the Group's GNP.
• The Treasury teams remained focused on our main revenue-contributing occupations: ALM (AssetLiability Management), Sales of Treasury products and Trading. ALM revenues (net margin of
intermediation Treasury) represent 39% of Treasury revenues and foreign exchange revenues and
other commissions (including trading) account for 61%.
• The Group's Markets Room (MDS), based in Orabank Togo, has achieved performance above the
targets set. In addition, 2019 was the year of two major advances to the MDS, in the direction of
dematerializing our operations in order to better control our risks:
• The deployment of our Orabank FX home platform, now used by all subsidiaries for foreign
currency repositioning operations.
• The upgrade of our Market Room software for the FX Spot and FX Forward modules, as well as
the acquisition of the Desk ALM modules: Securities Module, Money Market Module and Pension
Module Delivered (repo).
• In 2019, the confirmation lines for international trade transactions (LC, SBLC, etc.) with foreign
correspondents increased by about 64%, in line with our growth strategy for our Trade Finance
activities.
• The problem of risk management is not over. In addition to the limits of foreign exchange positions
and the internal balance sheet limits approved and monitored for each of our countries, in 2019, a
Treasury Directorate Policy and Procedures Manual was approved by the Board of Directors of the
Group and Subsidiaries. This policy strengthens our risk management system in addition to the
existing Market Risk Management Policy Manual.
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DISTINCTIONS

Distinctions

GRI 103-3

Our banks are classified in TOP 5 of the banks in the subregion according to the client deposit
criterion.
Number 1 in TOGO
Number 2 in GUINEA BISSAU and CHAD
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GRI INDEX

Compliance

GRI 102-54

The ORABANK Group adopts the GRI standards and applies its reporting principles. Reporting has been
prepared in accordance with GRI standards: Essential option.
GRI STANDARD

INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
ELEMENT

GRI 102-55
LOCATION OR OMISSION

GRI 101: General principles - 2016
GRI 102: General Information Elements - 2016

Organization Profile
102-1
Organization Name
PROFILE
Activities, Trademarks, Products and
102-2
PROFILE
Services
102-3
Geographical location of headquarters
PROFILE
102-4
Geographical location of activity sites
PROFILE
102-5
Capital and legal form
PROFILE
102-6
Markets served
PROFILE
102-7
Organization Size
PROFILE
Information about employees and other
102-8
MATERIALITY
workers
102-9
Supply Chain
ETHICS AND DEONTOLOGY
Changes to the organization and its
102-10
PROFILE
supply chain
Precautionary Principle or Preventive
102-11
PROFILE
Approach
102-12
External Initiatives
RSE PILOTAGE
102-13
Membership in associations
RSE PILOTAGE
Strategy
102-14
Statement by the highest decision-maker
EDITORIAL
102-15
Key impacts, risks and opportunities
IMPACTS/RISKS/OPPORTUNITIES
Ethics and Integrity
Values, principles, standards and rules of
102-16
VISION AND VALUES
conduct
Governance
102-18
Governance Structure
PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNANCE
Involvement of stakeholders
102-40
List of stakeholder groups
MATERIALITY
102-41
Collective Bargaining Agreements
MATERIALITY
102-42
Identification and selection of stakeholders MATERIALITY
102-43
Approach to stakeholder engagement
COMMITMENT OF PARTNERS
102-44
Major issues and concerns raised
COMMITMENT OF PARTNERS
Reporting Practice
Entities included in consolidated financial
102-45
REPORTING PROTOCOL
statements
102-46
102-47
102-48

Defining the content of the report and the
scope of the issue
List of relevant issues
Reasoning information
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REPORTING PROTOCOL
MATERIALITY
REPORTING PROTOCOL

102-49
102-50
102-51
102-52
102-53
102-54
102-55
102-56

Reporting Changes
Reporting Period
Latest Report Date
Reporting Cycle
Contact point for issues related to the
report
Reporting in accordance with GRI
standards
GRI Content Index
External Audit

SPECIFIC INFORMATION ELEMENTS
GRI 200: ECONOMIC STANDARDS
GRI 103: Management
Approach - 2016

103-1
103-2
103-3

GRI 201: Economic
Performance - 2016

Presentation of relevant issues and their
impact perimeter
Description of the management approach
Evaluation of the management approach
Economic Performance

REPORTING PROTOCOL
REPORTING PROTOCOL
REPORTING PROTOCOL
REPORTING PROTOCOL
REPORTING PROTOCOL
REPORTING PROTOCOL
GRI INDEX
REPORTING PROTOCOL

MATERIALITY
ROAD SHEET
INDICATORS

201-1

Direct economic value generated and
distributed

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

201-2

Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities arising from climate change

GREEN GROWTH

Indirect economic impacts
GRI 203: Indirect
economic impacts 203-1
2016
203-2

Infrastructure investments and patronage

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

Significant indirect economic impacts

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

GRI 300: ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS
GRI 103: Management
Approach - 2016

Materials
GRI 301: Materials 2016
Energy
GRI 302: Energy - 2016
Water and effluent
GRI 303: Water and
effluent - 2018
Emissions

103-2
103-3

Presentation of relevant issues and their
impact perimeter
Description of the management approach
Evaluation of the management approach

ROAD SHEET
INDICATORS

301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

103-1

302-1
302-4
303-1
305-5

GRI 307:
Environmental
Compliance - 2016

307-1

GRI 308:
Environmental
Assessment of
Suppliers - 2016

308-1

GRI 103: Management
Approach - 2016

103-1

Energy consumption within the
organization
Reducing energy consumption
Interactions with water as a shared
resource
Reduction of GHG emissions
Environmental compliance
Non-compliance with environmental
legislation and regulations

MATERIALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
GREEN GROWTH
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Environmental Assessment of Suppliers
New suppliers analyzed with
environmental criteria

ETHICS AND DEONTOLOGY

GRI 400: SOCIAL STANDARDS

Employment
GRI 401: Employment 2016

103-2
103-3
401-1

Presentation of relevant issues and their
impact perimeter
Description of the management approach
Evaluation of the management approach
Recruitment of new staff and rotation of
staff
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MATERIALITY
ROAD SHEET
INDICATORS
WORKING CONDITIONS

401-2

GRI 403: Occupational
Health and Safety 2018

Benefits to full-time employees and not to
temporary or part-time employees

WORKING CONDITIONS

Occupational Health and Safety
403-1

Occupational Health and Safety
Management System

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment and
WORKING CONDITIONS
investigation of adverse events

403-3

Occupational Health Services

WORKING CONDITIONS

403-4

Participation and consultation of workers
and communication on occupational
health and safety

WORKING CONDITIONS

404-1

Average number of training hours per year
COMPETENCES
per employee

WORKING CONDITIONS

Training and education
GRI 404: Training and
education - 2016

404-2
404-3
GRI 405: Diversity and
equal opportunities 2016

Skills upgrading/transition support
COMPETENCES
programs
Percentage of employees benefiting from
performance reviews and career
COMPETENCES
development
Diversity and Equal Opportunities

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and
employees

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

405-2

Ratio of the basic salary to the
remuneration of women and men

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

Human rights assessment
GRI 412: Human rights
assessment - 2016

412-1

Operations subject to human rights
monitoring or impact assessments

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Local Communities
GRI 413: Local
Communities - 2016

413-1

Activities involving the local community
(impact and programs)

417-1

Requirements for product and service
information and labeling

COMMITMENT OF PARTNERS

417-2

Non-compliance with product and service
information and labeling

COMMITMENT OF PARTNERS

SOLIDARITY

Marketing and labeling
GRI 417: Marketing and
Labeling - 2016

Client Data Confidentiality
GRI 418: Client Data
Privacy - 2016
GRI 419: Socioeconomic compliance 2016

418-1

Basis of complaints regarding breach of
confidentiality of customer data and loss
of customer data

COMMITMENT OF PARTNERS

Socio-economic compliance
419-1

Non-compliance with social and economic
legislation and regulations
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ETHICS AND DEONTOLOGY

INDEX ODD

In 2015, the United Nations (UN) adopted 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to
eradicate poverty, protect the planet, and ensure
prosperity for all as part of a new sustainable
development agenda.
Each goal has specific targets to be achieved in the
next 15 years. To achieve the goals, everyone must do their part: governments, the private sector,
civil society.
The Orabank Group’s CSR Strategic Roadmap contributes fully to achieving the SDGs. It covers
both issues related to poverty reduction and inequality, while ensuring socio-economic
development in Africa, through multiparty agreements for green growth.
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INDEX BRVM

On 16 April 2019, in the presence of the Minister of Economy and Finance of the Togolese
Republic, Mr. Sani Yaya, representing His Excellency the President of the Republic, Mr. Faure
Essozimna Gnassingbé, the Pan-African Banking Group Oragroup entered the Regional Stock
Exchange (BRVM) during the first covenant ceremony staging in Lomé.
Discover Governance Commitments
View our financial statements
View published reports
View documents published on BRVM
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GLOSSARY
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PUBLICATIONS
The Orabank Group is committed to transparency. We share the documents necessary to
understand our approach. We also make available the evidence and control materials of
our reporting.
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REPORTS
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CONSOLID FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAC Report to the AGO
AGO Document
Financial Statements
Annual financial statements
SYSCOHADA audited accounts
Article 432 report
Article 525 report
Article 440 report

CONSOLID FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2018
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAC Report to the AGO
AGO Document
Financial Statements
Annual financial statements
SYSCOHADA audited accounts
Article 432 report
Article 525 report
Article 440 report

CONSOLID FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2017
•
•
•

CAC Report to the AGO
Annual financial statements
SYSCOHADA audited accounts
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POLICIES AND CHARTS

GRI 102-16 / GRI 205-02
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#COVID-19

Oragroup is committed to the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic
Oragroup, present in 12 West and Central African countries, is committed to
the COVID-19 pandemic. The protection of its customers and employees is
of paramount importance for the Pan-African banking group, which has 152
banking agencies, 2,015 employees and more than 500,000 customers
across
the
continent.
Oragroup is committed to continuing its economic activity while ensuring the
best quality of service, in compliance with the health and safety requirements
of the 12 countries where it is located. In order to prevent, protect and inform
its clients, both private and private, and its employees, Oragroup has
changed
its
organization
and
its
way
of
functioning.
At the global level, the group has postponed all its missions, seminars,
conferences, and future training to protect its staff. The Group’s Directorate
General is committed to ensuring that the optimization of team movements
is strictly observed. Prevention and awareness-raising measures have also
been put in place internally as of March 5, 2020 to protect Oragroup agents
and clients, by equipping the premises and offices with alcohol-based solutions, and by communicating on
the ground and on social networks on the rules of conduct to combat the spread of the virus. If the measure
is not contrary to government regulations, Oragroup also undertakes to equip its agents in contact with
customers with masks. Because of the extraordinary circumstances, the General Management of
Oragroup recommends that its clients prioritize, as far as possible, transactions at the ATMs provided.
They will be adequately supplied throughout the crisis. Remote banking also offers all the usual Internet
features. For any specific need, Oragroup is available through its account managers. Because this delicate
period can be a cause for concern, Oragroup decided, in conjunction with the authorities of each country
concerned, to keep its agencies open until further notice, to be with its customers and partners. The safety
distances recommended by the World Health Organization and all barrier actions must be respected.
Ferdinand Ngon Kemoum, Director General of Oragroup, said:
"Oragroup is closely following the development of the pandemic in its 12 countries of implementation and
is committed to bringing these health and safety measures in line with the recommendations of national
and international authorities. This is a difficult time for the African continent, and we must take responsibility
for it by taking all necessary measures to contain the pandemic. Oragroup stands with its customers and
agents to minimize the economic consequences of this potential health crisis. Our clients can count on our
historic commitment to be "a partner to your attention". This is a moment of solidarity. "
Read our press release: cp_oragroup_vf_26032020
Read our newsletter: https://www.orabank.net/fr/newsletter-avril-2020
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Integrated REPORT 2019
Consult our 2019 CSR report in digital format and avoid paper printing.

https://orabank.isivalue.com/

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTE

Societal responsibility is at the heart of our communication practices. We are committed to:
- improving our environmental performance,
- reduce our carbon footprint,
- making responsible use of natural resources
- eliminate any negative impact of our activities on endangered forests.
Printing this document fulfills our commitments:
On PEFC/FSC certified paper
We encourage the dissemination of its electronic format.

Editor: ORABANK
Photo Gallery: ORABANK Credits
Design and realization: MATERIALITY-Reporting
www.materiality-reporting.com
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